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METHOD OF REDUCING REDUNDANCY 
BETWEEN TWO OR MORE DATASETS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet , or any correction thereto , are hereby incorporated by 
reference into this application under 37 CFR 1.57 . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This invention relates generally to a system and 
method for storing data . More particularly , this invention 
relates to a form of data size reduction which involves 
finding redundancies in and between large data sets ( files ) 
and eliminating these redundancies in order to conserve 
repository memory ( generally , disk space ) . 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0003 ] This invention relates generally to a system and 
method for storing data . More particularly , this invention 
relates to storing data efficiently in both the time and space 
domains by removing redundant data between two or more 
data sets . 
[ 0004 ] The inventors of this invention noticed that there 
are many times when very large datasets are created by users 
in which there is a great deal of commonality between and 
among the datasets . In some cases , for instance , there may 
be more than 99 % of common data between these datasets 
and these datasets may share long runs of identical data 
although the data may be in different locations in the datasets 
and / or there may be relatively small insertions and deletions 
of data . Some , non - exhaustive , examples of when such 
commonalities occur are described , below . 
[ 0005 ] The method of this invention attempts to find the 
common “ long runs of data ” and use this information to 
remove this redundancy so as to save repository space . 
[ 0006 ] As an example of when commonalities occur , 
datasets on the order of tens of gigabytes or larger are 
commonly created as the products of modern backup opera 
tions on computers . Maintaining multiple versions of such 
datasets consumes a great deal of disk space , so that only a 
relatively few , if any , versions are , generally , kept . However , 
since the contents of each version of a backup for the same 
machine have a great deal in common with the contents of 
the other versions , it should be possible to reduce the total 
storage required significantly . In many cases this could allow 
the retention of hundreds or thousands or more of versions 
in the space now occupied by a dozen or so . 
[ 0007 ] In a typical single - computer environment , the com 
puter has an active Repository that contains information of 
importance to the owner of the computer . In order to 
preserve this information ( data ) from accidental loss or 
malicious deletion , one or more backups of the information 
is stored in one or more backup Repositories ; such backups 
are kept in a dataset that is reified in one or more computer 
files . 
[ 0008 ] Modern computers commonly use one of three 
types of Repositories : rotating - media - based , tape - based , and 
less commonly ( as we write this in 2009 ) solid - state 
memory - based . This Method applies to disk - based and 
solid - state - memory - based Repositories although , theoreti 
cally , this method can apply to tape - based backups ; as those 

familiar with the art understand , a Turing machine , using 
only sequential storage , can emulate a disk - based machine . 
[ 0009 ] Users of this Method will find this method particu 
larly efficacious when used with Repositories with the 
hardware property of “ read many , write many ” or “ read 
many , write few ” or “ read many , write once ” . 
[ 0010 ] Modern disk drives are almost always of the type 
" read many , write many ” . Modern disk drives also have the 
undesirable property that random seeks take milliseconds of 
time . 
[ 0011 ] Modern solid - state memory has the undesirable 
properties of being far more expensive per byte than disk 
based memory as well as ( with some types of solid - state 
memory ) limiting the number of rewrites before the device 
fails to be rewriteable . It has the desirable property that 
random seeks in the device's memory may be computation 
ally almost cost free in the time domain . 
[ 0012 ] We will teach how our Method can be adjusted to 
take advantage of both disk - based memory as well as 
solid - state memory to take advantage of each kind of 
memory's particular performance characteristics . 
[ 0013 ] One of the many ways to perform a backup is to 
take a so - called “ Image Backup ” of the Repository . In an 
Image Backup , the bit - pattern of the data in the Repository 
is stored somewhere so that — should it be necessary — the 
exact bit pattern of the original Repository can be recreated . 
This bit pattern is sometimes referred to as a Forensic 
Backup . A full Forensic Backup is independent of any 
operating system since all that is recorded is the bit pattern 
in the Repository . A full Forensic Backup need not “ under 
stand ” the contents of the Repository . 
[ 0014 ] Very often , the program that takes the Image 
Backup also knows which areas of the Repository have 
usable ( that is , allocated ) data and which areas are free to be 
used by an operating system to store new data . 
[ 0015 ] A user's Repository is often broken up into logi 
cally contiguous areas known as partitions . Generally , dur 
ing routine computer operation , only one operating system 
has access to any particular partition . 
[ 0016 ] Operating systems are generally responsible for 
allocating space inside of a partition . Although an operating 
system might allocate space with variable length bit or byte 
allocations , generally , modern operating systems break up a 
partition into thousands to billions of fixed size pieces often 
called sectors . The industry has settled on a typical sector 
size of 512 bytes . A group of one or more logically con 
tiguous sectors is often called a cluster . The operating 
system often has a bit map of one - bit - per - cluster indicating 
which clusters have been allocated to users by the operating 
system and which are free to be allocated ; in some Microsoft 
systems this bit map is called the File Allocation Table 
( FAT ) . Files that have been deleted will often have the 
corresponding bits associated with the file changed in the 
allocation table from allocated to free . 
[ 0017 ] The method we teach is not sensitive to the mecha 
nism used for tracking allocated and free space . 
[ 0018 ] The internal data structures that determine which 
data is allocated or unallocated are operating system depen 
dent . Thus the program that is doing the backup must be 
aware of the particular operating system's so - called alloca 
tion map ( data structure , e.g. FAT ) if it is to not copy 
unallocated space to the backup repository . Backup pro 
grams normally depend on the dual facts that there are only 
a handful of commonly used operating systems and that the 
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[ 0028 ] There are many other times in which two large files 
will have a great deal of the kind of commonality described , 
above . 
[ 0029 ] For instance , it is quite likely that , say , file - oriented 
backups of a customer database will have a great deal of 
commonality across time . There tend to be many customers 
who have no activity between backups and those customers 
who do have activity generally have a small number of 
transactions to be recorded . 
[ 0030 ] This Method applies to such scenarios and datasets , 
as well . 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

V. ( 1 ) Efficacy of the Invention 
[ 0031 ] This invention relates generally to a system and 
method for storing data . More particularly , this invention 
relates to a form of data size reduction that involves finding 
redundancies in and between large data sets ( files ) and 
eliminating these redundancies in order to conserve reposi 
tory memory ( generally , disk space ) . 
[ 0032 ] As currently implemented prior to this invention , 
the random access memory ( RAM ) requirements to remove 
redundancies in , say , a pair of multi - terabyte files , exceed 
the capacity of most modern home computers and de 
duplicating appliances . This Method vastly reduces the 
RAM requirements to remove much of the duplicate data 
between these two files as well as removing duplicate data 
within the files themselves . 

operating systems leave clues at the beginning of disk 
partitions or in a so - called Partition Table as to what internal 
data structure ( e.g. FAT , FAT32 , NTFS , HPFS , etc. ) a 
particular partition is formatted for . 
[ 0019 ] Unallocated space on a computer's disk generally 
has a ( more - or - less - random ) bit pattern but that bit pattern is 
generally of little use to the owner of the computer's disk . 
Unallocated data might , for instance , be space associated 
with page files or deleted files . The backup program could 
( and often does ) optionally only back up the allocated data . 
Nonetheless , this is still considered an Image Backup of the 
data in the Repository . 
[ 0020 ] In the alternative , backup programs are written in 
such a manner that they ask for the assistance of the 
operating system to fetch files from the Repository and store 
those files in a backup dataset ( s ) . 
[ 0021 ] Modern computers typically use disk drives as their 
main Repository . 
[ 0022 ] Because computer hardware and software fail and , 
in particular , because disk drives fail , it is the wise custom 
to take and keep several backups of the Repository . A 
modern , circa 2009 , typical business or home user's com 
puter's disk drives have storage on the order of magnitude 
of 500 gigabytes of which about half is used . These are 
typical figures but the actual values vary greatly . 
[ 0023 ] Assuming the typical values , above , an image 
backup will consume about 250 gigabytes if the data is 
uncompressed . The size of the backup will likely be reduced 
roughly another thirty percent if the backup program com 
presses the data . The aforementioned thirty percent will vary 
depending on the user's underlying data as well as the 
compression algorithm . Compression above fifty percent for 
typical allocated data is unusually high . At a backup speed 
of approximately thirty megabytes a second , an Allocated 
Image backup of the Repository will take about an hour . The 
backup speed will vary depending on many factors including 
whether the user is backing up the disk to another disk , the 
speed of the disk , the speed of the processor in its ability to 
compress raw data , etc. 
[ 0024 ] Because users of computers accidentally delete 
files or their computers become infected by computer 
viruses , users often wish to retain multiple backups over 
time . Sometimes these same users wish to maintain multiple 
backups using proprietary formats from multiple backup 
software vendors . 
[ 0025 ] At current 2009 prices , 1000 gigabytes of disk 
storage costs about $ 100 . Thus , an unsophisticated backup 
scheme of uncompressed 250 gigabytes ( 125 gigabytes 
compressed ) would cost the user about $ 12 for each backup , 
quickly limiting the number of backups the user maintains . 
This invention will allow the user to maintain many versions 
of the backups by eliminating redundancies between and 
among the backups . 
[ 0026 ] As those familiar with the art understand , limiting 
factors in removing redundancy include but are not limited 
to ( a ) random access speed , and ( b ) the amount of RAM 
available to maintain tables representing the data for which 
redundancy is to be eliminated . 

V. ( 2 ) Definition of Local Information 
[ 0033 ] To make our teaching in this Summary of the 
Invention somewhat easier , we define “ Local Information ” 
to mean a range of a large file that is significantly smaller 
than the size of said file . 
[ 0034 ] Thus , if we are positioned at byte 5,000,000,000 , 
000 in a seven - terabyte file , the fuzzy notion of Local 
Information might be several kilobytes , or several hundred 
megabytes , or several gigabytes of data on either side of said 
5,000,000,000,000 position . 

V. ( 3 ) Kinds of Compression and Data Deduplication 
[ 0035 ] With some kinds of data , such as still pictures , 
audio , and video , data size reduction algorithms can take 
advantage of the fact that the human eye and ear have 
limited ability to distinguish certain features of visual or 
sonic data . For this reason , these types of data can be 
reduced in size in a lossy way ; that is , the original data 
cannot be recovered exactly bit for bit , but the consumer of 
the data finds the alterations acceptable . 
[ 0036 ] However , when dealing with other types of data , 
such as data processing documents , spreadsheets , or backup 
datasets , it is vital that any method of size reduction applied 
to these data be completely and perfectly reversible to 
recover the exact original information . Thus , we must use 
lossless data size reduction methods with such data . 
[ 0037 ] There are currently two main categories of lossless 
size reduction : compression and deduplication . 
[ 0038 ] Lossless compression — as distinct from deduplica 
tion could be defined as a method that uses Local Infor 
mation to determine how to represent a given subset of data 
in a more efficient manner . Examples of this include Huff 

IV.1 Other Applications of the Method 
[ 0027 ] While the previous discussion focused on image 
based backups , this Method is not limited to that scenario . 
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man encoding and LZW coding , both of which have been 
described in detail in public documents . 
[ 0039 ] Deduplication could be defined as a method that 
uses non - local information to determine how to avoid stor 
ing the same content twice . For example , if the data for an 
email program is hosted on a server , and a particular email 
message is sent out to many people on the same server , the 
server can maintain one copy of that email message rather 
than keeping one copy for each recipient , as the message is 
known to be the same for each recipient . This particular kind 
of deduplication is known as single instance storage , and is 
limited in scope because very few applications exist where 
entire files in this case , email messages ) are identical and 
can thus be stored once ; furthermore this is easier to do in 
the email case because the server is aware of the fact that the 
files are identical without having to examine them . More 
general deduplication approaches search for identical frag 
ments of one or more files and represent those fragments by 
storing only one copy of the original fragment and using 
references to that original fragment to replace the other 
copies of that fragment . 
[ 0040 ] There is no reason not to combine compression and 
deduplication to further reduce the amount of storage needed 
to represent a given dataset , and indeed this is commonly 
done . 
[ 0041 ] This Invention is a method of data deduplication 
that reduces the amount of main storage ( RAM ) required to 
deduplicate large files by a significant ratio . This ratio can be 
in excess of 30-1 over the more conventional approach . 

[ 0050 ] For convenience in teaching the art , we assume that 
all implementers of the current art use hash tables . 
[ 0051 ] Each entry in the hash table will contain the hash 
value and a block number ( or , equivalently , the byte posi 
tion ) indicating which block in the current file is represented 
by that particular hash ( i.e. digest value ) , There may be other 
items in each entry in the hash table , but for purposes of this 
summary , we assume that each entry in the table only 
consists of the hash value and the block number in the 
current file . 
[ 0052 ] If 
[ 0053 ] 1. the algorithm used to create hashes is , for 
instance , the well - known CRC64 , and 
[ 0054 ] 2. the block number is an 8 - byte quantity then each 
entry in the hash table will be 16 bytes : eight for the CRC64 
and eight for the block number . 
[ 0055 ] If the block size is 512 bytes and we are populating 
a hash table for the one - terabyte FileX , then the hash table 
size will need to be approximately 32 gigabytes in size . 
[ 0056 ] This 32 gigabytes is computed as follows : in a 
terabyte file , there are approximately two billion 512 - byte 
contiguous non - overlapping blocks . Each hash table entry is 
sixteen bytes long ; hence a compact hash table would need 
to be 32 gigabytes in size . 
[ 0057 ] This 32 gigabytes of RAM for the hash table 
substantially exceeds the size of RAM that can be supported 
on a typical modern ( circa June 2009 ) home computer . 
[ 0058 ] As those who are familiar with the art know , hash 
tables become very inefficient when they get more than 
about 30 % full . Thus , the real amount of RAM necessary to 
properly support FileX using 512 - byte blocks would rea 
sonably exceed 100 gigabytes . Even using 8192 - byte blocks 
would still require over 6 gigabytes just for the hash table 
given the 30 % -full capacity constraint . 

V. ( 4 ) Setting Up the Conditions for the Example 
we Teach 

[ 0042 ] Assume that we have two files : 
[ 0043 ] ( FileX ) A roughly one - terabyte file representing a 
year - to - October - 1st email backup 
[ 0044 ] ( FileY ) A slightly larger one - terabyte file represent 
ing a year - to - October - 2nd email backup . 
[ 0045 ] Clearly FileY is somewhat larger than FileX 
because it includes the emails that came in one day after the 
FileX - backup was taken . 
[ 0046 ] For convenience , we call FileX the Reference File ; 
and File Y the Current File . 

V. ( 5 ) Deduplication Using the Current Art . 
Processing the Reference File and Creating the 

Hash Table 

V. ( 6 ) Deduplication Using the Current Art . 
Processing the Current File , Accessing the 
32 - Gigabyte Hash Table , and Bookkeeping 

[ 0059 ] For each 512 - byte block , in FileY ( i.e. the Current 
File ) , the hash code is calculated and the hash table created 
for FileX is searched for a matching hash value . If there is 
a match then the underlying 512 - byte block from FileX is 
read and compared to the 512 - byte block currently being 
processed in File Y ; and if the underlying 512 - byte blocks in 
FileX and File Y ( i.e. the Reference and Current Files , 
respectively ) match , then a reference to the block in FileX 
is made and the duplicate data in File Y ( i.e. the Current File ) 
is noted by the bookkeeping done by conventional method 
of the prior art and the new Method that we teach . If there 
is no match , then this is new data ; and this new data is noted 
by the bookkeeping done by both the conventional method 
of the prior art and the new Method that we teach . 
[ 0060 ] No matter what bookkeeping is used to keep track 
of matching and non - matching data , we teach that there 
is in our example , above approximately a 100 - gigabyte 
hash table . 

[ 0047 ] The following is an oversimplification of the cur 
rent art . We do so to teach the current art in order to compare 
it to the novelty of the Inventors ' new Method . 
[ 0048 ] Prior to this Invention , those familiar with the 
current art would do the following : FileX ( the Reference 
File ) would be broken up into fixed - sized blocks . We will 
use 512 - byte blocks for our example , but it is common to use 
larger blocks such as 8192 - byte blocks in the current art so 
as to reduce the memory requirements for the hash table , 
although this will reduce 
[ 0049 ] For each 512 - byte block , a hash ( hash is a synonym 
for “ digest ” ) is created . The hash is almost always a small 
fraction of the size of the block : If the hash is computed 
using the well - known CRC64 algorithm , the size of the hash 
would be 8 bytes . That is , the 512 - byte block is represented 
in a field in some table , typically a hash table , by a 
much - more manageable 8 - byte quantity . 

V. ( 7 ) Deduplication Performance of the Preferred 
Embodiment of this Invention ; Part I 

[ 0061 ] Before we teach the new art of the Invention , it is 
useful to note that the Inventors have observed that in actual 
use of the implementation of the Preferred Embodiment of 
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the Invention , that it is not unusual to remove 95 % of the 
duplicate data between the Reference File and the Current 
File . 

V. ( 8 ) Deduplication Using the New Art 
[ 0062 ] 100 gigabytes of RAM for a hash table is a large 
resource in order to support deduplication of FileX and 
FileY . The Inventors ' Method substantially reduces this 100 
Gigabyte resource requirement . 
[ 0063 ] The essential novelty of the Invention is that we 
teach that it is not necessary to store a hash table entry for 
each 512 - byte block ; but , instead , that the hash table can be 
oversubscribed in such a way that only a fraction of the hash 
table entries generated by the conventional method need 
appear in the hash table . 
[ 0064 ] An astute reader would ask , “ If one does not store 
every hash table entry , how can one possibly remove 95 % of 
the duplicates as was taught in [ 0067 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 7 ) ? " 
[ 0065 ] The answer is that there is extra information in the 
Reference and Current Files that is not being exploited by 
the current art . The Inventors ' novel Method exploits this 
information . 
[ 0066 ] The extra information that this Invention exploits 
that the current art does not exploit is that we examine local 
information ( See [ 0038 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 2 ) ) for runs of identical 
data . 
[ 0067 ] Let us make this clear with an extreme example . 
[ 0068 ] We slightly modify the conditions we set up in 
[ 0049 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 4 ) by assuming that the one - terabyte 
Reference File and the Current File are identical . That is , 
FileX and Filey are identical . 
[ 0069 ] Further , assume that we limit the size of the hash 
table to a single entry and that the position selected for the 
hash entry is for position 549,755,813,888 ( = 2 39 ) in the 
Reference File ; that is , roughly halfway into the Reference 
File but at a block position divisible by 512 . 
[ 0070 ] Note that for this example , any 512 - byte - block 
position would work equally well . 
[ 0071 ] We now initially perform exactly the same set of 
operations that we taught in [ 0064 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 6 ) except that 
the size of the hash table is no longer 32 gigabytes but is , 
instead , only the size of a single table entry : 16 bytes . 
[ 0072 ] We initially repeat the operations we taught in 
[ 0064 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 6 ) . 
[ 0073 ] For each 512 - byte block , in FileY ( i.e. the Current 
File ) , the hash code is calculated and the hash table ( which 
now only contains a single entry ) created for FileX is 
searched for a matching hash value . For purposes of this 
explanation , assume that there is no match of the hash values 
until we have processed 1,073,741,824 blocks in the Current 
File ; thus reaching byte position 549,755,813,888 . 
[ 0074 ] At byte position 549,755,813,888 we now read a 
512 - byte block and we know that we will have a hash value 
match because , by definition , the Reference and Current files 
are identical and identical data generates identical hash 
value matches . 
[ 0075 ] We now read the 512 - byte block at byte position 
549,755,813,888 in the Reference File because that is the 
block of data that the hash table is pointing to for that hash 
value . 
[ 0076 ] Again we know that the two blocks will compare 
equal ; by definition of this example . 
[ 0077 ] We now deviate from the current art . This is the 
“ Aha ! ” moment . 

[ 0078 ] At this point we would read backwards sequen 
tially from position 549,755,813,888 in both the Reference 
and Current Files looking for a mismatch . Because the 
Reference and Current Files are identical , no mismatches 
would be found . Once beginning - of - file is detected ( or , in 
the more realistic example , a mismatch was detected ) , the 
Method we teach would then seek to position 549,755,813 , 
888 + 512 and read forwards until a mismatch was detected or 
end - of - file was detected . Of course , no mismatches would 
be detected . 

[ 0079 ] The bookkeeping that will be done in the Preferred 
Embodiment of the Inventor's Method would indicate that 
starting at byte 0 in the Current File that there was a terabyte 
of matching information starting at byte 0 in the Reference 
File . 

[ 0080 ] Thus , in the conditions we specified in [ 0049 ] 
[ 0035 ] V. ( 4 ) , a terabyte of identical information would be 
reduced to a handful of bytes equivalent to the bookkeeping 
entry that stated that “ starting at byte 0 in the Current File , 
there was a terabyte of matching information starting at byte 
O in the Reference File ” . 
[ 0081 ] A more typical example of a bookkeeping entry 
might look something like “ At byte 614400 in the Current 
File there is a run of 307200 bytes that is identical to data 
that can be found at position 921600 in the Reference File . ” 
[ 0082 ] What makes this new Method efficacious is that the 
Inventors have noticed that in the class of files of interest 
( e.g. backup files of large systems separated by some length 
of time such as in our example of [ 0049 ] ( 0035 ] V. ( 4 ) ) that 
there are very long runs of identical data that happen to be 
in different places in the two files . 
[ 0083 ] By " randomly " probing the Reference File with 
only a subset of hash values — say one out of every 32 
512 - byte blocks — and using this backwards - and - forwards 
( or , equivalently , forwards - and - backwards ) searching to find 
long runs of data , one can drastically reduce the number of 
hash table entries and still achieve 95 % or better data 
deduplication . 

V. ( 9 ) Definition of the Subscription Ratio 

[ 0084 ] We define the “ subscription ratio ” of the hash table 
as the ratio of the number of blocks in the reference file 
whose hash code has been computed , to the capacity of the 
hash table . For example , if the Reference File consists of 
1000 blocks but the hash table has a capacity of 100 entries , 
then the oversubscription ratio would be 10 : 1 , regardless of 
whether the hash table has one or more open entries after all 
the entries for the reference file have been processed . 
[ 0085 ] To explicate this further by an extreme example of 
a degenerate case , 
[ 0086 ] 1. If the Reference File consists of 1000 blocks of 
all binary l’s and 
[ 0087 ] 2. The hash table has a capacity of 100 entries then 
all the hash codes would be identical and would be indexed 
into the same hash table entry since all the hash codes would 
be calculated using blocks with identical contents . 
[ 0088 ] Thus 99 out of 100 hash table entries would be 
unused . Nonetheless , the Subscription Ratio as we define it 
would still be 10 : 1 because the relative sizes of the number 
of blocks versus the limiting size of the hash table is 10 : 1 . 
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V. ( 10 ) Deduplication Performance of the Preferred 
Embodiment of this Invention ; Part II 

[ 0089 ] As those who are familiar with the art readily 
understand , one wants to minimize the size of the blocks for 
which hash values are computed while maximizing the 
number of entries in the hash table in order to get fine 
grained probes of the Reference File . The larger the block 
size , the more likely that a run will not be detected . This will 
be further explained in the specification in Section [ 0244 ] 
XI . 
[ 0090 ] The Method we teach produces high deduplication 
efficiency ( often up to 20-1 ; higher deduplication perfor 
mance will be achieved with highly similar data in the 
Current and Reference Files ) with oversubscription ratios of 
30 to 1 or more , allowing us to use small ( e.g. , 512 byte ) 
blocks even for 200 + GB files while consuming only 128 
MB of RAM . 
[ 0091 ] The Method we teach also scales well . Unlike the 
methods used by practitioners of the current art , our Method 
will continue to work gracefully but with lesser deduplica 
tion efficiency no matter how large the files become . That is , 
there is no precipitous drop - off in performance as the 
Reference or Current Files grow in size or the number of 
table entries in the hash table shrinks . 
[ 0092 ] As for speed circa June 2009 , we can achieve input 
processing rates up to the 10-15 MB / sec range on inexpen 
sive commodity computers with two SATA drives , depend 
ing of course on the amount of duplication in the files and 
how large the Reference File becomes . SSD drives provide 
roughly the same maximum speed but the speed is not as 
dependent on the size of the Reference File . 

[ 0097 ] Byte : Most modern computers organize informa 
tion into eight - bit bytes . Bytes are usually addressable 
directly by hardware . The term is well understood by those 
familiar with the art . 
[ 0098 ] Reference : Some means of identifying an object . 
Pointers , names , block number , byte offsets , etc. , are various 
means of referring to data . The term is well understood by 
those familiar with the art . 
[ 0099 ] Run : Two arrays of bytes that are identical . A Run 
can occur at two positions in the same file or in different 
files . One of the objectives of the Inventors ' Method is to 
take Runs of bytes and eliminate the redundancy between 
them by replacing one of the arrays with a reference . The 
term is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0100 ] Run Length ( RL ) : The number of bytes that rep 
resents the length of the Run . 
[ 0101 ] User Option : Those familiar with the art under 
stand that there are innumerable ways for users to select how 
a program may operate . The selection may be as simple as 
clicking on a check box or as complicated as setting a 
physical switch somewhere across the world or in outer 
space . Sometimes a user will select an option such that the 
program will use one or more of a multitude of strategies and 
heuristics to modify its behavior . Often an option will be 
selected because the user knows more about the data coming 
in than the program does and selecting the proper option can 
optimize the software's behavior . This term is well under 
stood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0102 ] Compile - time Parameter : A value that is specified 
at compile - time . An example of a compile time parameter 
might be the maximum length of a text - string that the user 
can enter at run time . As those familiar with the art under 
stand , many Compile - time Parameters are more - or - less eas 
ily converted to User Options . This term is well understood 
by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0103 ] Deduplication : The removal of duplicate data by 
replacing one or more Runs with a reference to a single copy 
of the Run or a reference to an algorithm that can generate 
the Run . This term is well understood by those familiar with 
the art . 
[ 0104 ] File : An ordered sequence of bytes generally 
known by a name and managed by an Operating System . 
This term is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0105 ] Close : When performed on a file , a Close operation 
is the last operation performed on a file before Operating 
System resources are freed for that file . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0106 ] Chapter : We use very similar definition of Chap 
ter to that used in 6374266. We define Chapter to mean the 
collection of data necessary to logically or physically rec 
reate the state of file at a point in time . Chapters are stored 
in an Extended Reference File ( ERF ) the definition of an 
ERF can be found in this section , below . The concept of a 
Chapter is further explained in section [ 0556 ] XXXV . 
[ 0107 ] Reference File : A base or old File for which there 
exists a newer or different version . While the authors have 
not coined this phrase ( see , for instance http://eurosys.org/ 
blog / ? p = 15 , incorporated by reference herein ) , the phrase is 
not well - known by those familiar with the art . The word 
" reference ” to mean “ pointer ” as defined above will be in 
lower case in this specification . The words “ Reference File ” 
will have their initial letters upper case in order to distin 
guish the usage of the two senses of the word “ reference . ” 

V. ( 11 ) What about Insertions and Deletions ? 
[ 0093 ] An astute reader might ask , “ This works well for 
data that is always identical at 512 - byte boundaries . But 
what if there was an insertion or deletion of a byte at the very 
beginning of the Current File ? That is , what if the Current 
File is identical to the Reference File except that the Current 
File is one byte longer than the Reference File because a 
byte has been added to the beginning of the Current File ? 
Doesn't that remove the identicalness of the digests and thus 
it would be unlikely that any digest matches would be found 
and thus there would be almost no deduplication ? ” 
[ 0094 ] The answer we teach is not in this Summary . The 
novel Method we teach , below , easily handles this insertion 
or deletion of a byte . See Sections [ 0348 ] XXI and [ 0526 ] 
XXIII ( 4 ) , below . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0095 ] FIG . 1 : Use of L2 cache and the DED Access 
Accelerator ( DAA ) 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

VI . Definitions 

[ 0096 ] Bit : On most computer architectures , individual 
bits do not have an address and it takes software to access 
a particular bit . Nonetheless , this is well understood by those 
familiar with the art . 
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[ 0108 ] Current File : A ( typically newer ) version of a 
Reference File . The terms “ Reference File ” and “ Current 
File ” are terms of convenience since the two files may be 
unrelated . For the method we teach to be efficacious ( that is , 
to remove data redundancy ) , the sum of Run Lengths 
between the Current and Reference File should be a sub 
stantial fraction of the size of the Current or Reference File . 
[ 0109 ] EOF : End Of File . This is a position representing 
the number of bytes in a file . More usually it is a byte 
position in a byte - oriented file after the last byte of the file . 
If the file is 100 bytes in length , then EOF is 100 when using 
C - style zero - based file positioning . EOF is a term of art is 
well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0110 ] Current File Pointer ( CFP ) : A pointer to a position 
in the Current File . This pointer is used and updated as the 
Current File is scanned from beginning to EOF . 
[ 0111 ] Output Packets : As the Current File is compared 
against the Extended Reference File ( see the next defini 
tion ) , the Method will create some bookkeeping entries that 
indicate , for instance , where there is duplication of data ; or 
an algorithm that can generate data . A typical example of the 
first kind of bookkeeping entry might look something like 
“ At byte 614400 in the Current File there is a run of 307200 
bytes that is identical to data that can be found at position 
921600 in the Reference File . ” Another example of the 
second kind of bookkeeping entry might be “ At byte 102400 
in the Current File there is an array of length 1057 bytes of 
zeros . " These bookkeeping entries are structured into Output 
Packets of various lengths . Those familiar with the art 
understand that there are many ways to structure the Output 
Packets . 
[ 0112 ] Extended Reference File ( ERF ) : In the Preferred 
Embodiment , the Output Packets are appended to the Ref 
erence File . This need not be done . As those who are familiar 
with the art understand , the Output Packets could be stored 
nearly anywhere : In a separate file or files , on another 
computer in a network , or even stored somewhere in so 
called cloud storage . If Output Packets are appended to the 
Reference File as is done in the Preferred Embodiment , then 
ERF is a term of convenience since once the Output Packets 
have finished being appended to the Reference File , the 
Extended Reference File becomes the Reference File for the 
next Current File . Every time that a Current File is dedu 
plicated and a set of Output Packets representing a new 
Current File are added to an Extended Reference File , a new 
Chapter is created . One of the many possible structures of an 
ERF can be found in Section [ 0402 ] XXVII . The Inventors 
have coined this definition . 
[ 0113 ] Adding a file : There may be many Current Files 
that are processed one after another to create many Chapters 
in an Extended Reference File . We define this process of 
adding Output Packets to the Extended Reference File as 
“ Adding a file . ” This process is similar to , say , adding a file 
to a zip file . 
[ 0114 ] Reconstituting a Current File : There may be many 
Current Files that are " added ” to the Extended Reference 
File . Reconstituting the file means rebuilding the Current 
File of interest from the data within the Extended Reference 
File . This process of reconstituting a file is similar to 
extracting a file from a zip file . 
[ 0115 ] Repository : A place where data is stored in , gen 
erally , a non - volatile manner . Typical Repositories are disk 
drives , tape drives , memory sticks , etc. When we use the 

term Repository we generally mean disk drive although the 
Method applies to other implementations of Repositories . 
[ 0116 ] Intrafile Compression : The repeated use of Local 
Information to reduce the size of a file . A common example 
of this is the well - known zip file algorithm . This kind of 
compression is well understood by those familiar with the 
art . 
[ 0117 ] Intrafile Duplication : If a single file has two dif 
ferent positions in the same file in which there is a Run , then 
we say that there is Intrafile Duplication . 
[ 0118 ] Interfile Duplication : If two different files have one 
or more Runs , then we say that there is Interfile Duplication . 
[ 0119 ] Intrafile Deduplication : The process of removing 
some or all duplicate data within a file by analyzing the 
entire file for duplicate data . Our Method is one of many 
methods to perform Intrafile Deduplication . 
[ 0120 ] Delta Compression : A collection of techniques well 
known to those familiar with the art that creates a file ( a 
so - called Patch File , Difference File , or Delta File ; three 
synonyms for the same thing ) that when appropriately 
combined with a Reference File can recreate a Current File . 
This term is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0121 ] Patch File : A file that , when appropriately com 
bined with some other file , crates a third file . See Delta 
Compression , immediately above . This term is well under 
stood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0122 ] Image Backup : A file that represents the state of a 
computer's Repository ( or portion , thereof ) at a moment in 
time . Typically this is a sector - by - sector ( i.e. a bit - by - bit ) 
copy of the computer's hard disk . This term is well under 
stood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0123 ] Forensic Image Backup : A backup in which an 
entire source Repository is copied bit - by - bit to a backup 
repository so that the state of the entire source Repository is 
captured and preserved . This term is well understood by 
those familiar with the art . 
[ 0124 ] Allocated Image Backup : A file , or files , or 
( backup ) Repository representing the state of a computer's 
hard disk at a moment in time . Typically this is a sector 
by - sector ( .e . a bit - by - bit ) copy of the computer's hard disk 
in which the backup program knows which sectors have 
been allocated by the various Operating Systems using the 
computer's Current Repository ( e.g. disk drive ) and only 
those sectors are copied to the target Repository . This term 
is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0125 ] Current Repository : A place where data is stored in 
a nonvolatile manner that is generally accessible to a com 
puter's current operations . This is a term of logical conve 
nience . 
[ 0126 ] Backup Repository : A place where backup data is 
stored in a nonvolatile manner that is generally logically 
inaccessible to a computer's current operation . This is a term 
of logical convenience since some users of computers can 
keep their backup data permanently accessible and modifi 
able . 
[ 0127 ] Operating System : A computer program that , typi 
cally , provides an interface between general software and the 
hardware on which the general programs run . Examples are 
Microsoft Windows , Linux , Mac OS , and Unix . This con 
cept is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0128 ] Reversible Digest : A piece of data or an algorithm 
that can uniquely recover the original data from which it 
came . A non - exhaustive set of examples of reversible digests 
would be ( 1 ) An algorithm to generate fifteen bytes of zeros 
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in a row ; ( 2 ) an LZW compression of 512 bytes ; ( 3 ) the 
original data itself ; ( 4 ) Reversing the bytes of an array . For 
a fuller explanation of the term , see Section [ 0369 ] XXIII . 
The Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0129 ] Digest : A possibly small piece of data that repre 
sents a larger piece of data . Often the digest is a hash code 
( e.g. CRC , MD5 ) of a larger piece of data . This concept is 
well understood by those familiar with the art . “ Digest ” and 
“ hash code ” are synonyms and are often used interchange 
ably . This term is well understood by those familiar with the 
art although , for the purposes of this specification , the 
Inventors use the phrase slightly differently from the gen 
erally accepted meaning because we use the term to mean 
either a hash code or a reversible digest . 
[ 0130 ] Digest Entry Data ( DED ) : A data structure com 
prising a digest ( e.g. a hash ) plus other data necessary and / or 
convenient to identify where the raw data came from . In the 
Preferred Embodiment , " where the data came from ” is a 
byte offset in the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) . For 
convenience and computational efficiency , the DED may 
contain more than a single digest ( as well as other data ) . In 
the Preferred Embodiment , the DED contains a computa 
tionally expensive CRC64 as well as a computationally 
inexpensive “ Rolling Hash . ” In a hash table , the DED would 
be a hash table entry . In the Preferred Embodiment , the DED 
is a hash table entry . For those familiar with the art , the fields 
of the DED could be spread out among multiple tables . For 
instance , if the DED comprises the following three fields ( 1 ) 
A CRC64 , ( 2 ) A Rolling Hash , and ( 3 ) A position in the ERF , 
then ( except for performance ) it is computationally equiva 
lent to place these three fields into , say , separate arrays . In 
whatever manner these fields are stored , the collection of 
fields is a DED . The Inventors have coined this definition 
although the concept is well understood by those familiar 
with the art . 
[ 0131 ] Matching - DED : A Digest Entry Data ( DED ) may 
have one or more Digests as fields . For instance , in the 
Preferred Embodiment , the DED has two Digests : a CRC64 
and a Rolling Hash . If a particular DED has a Digest that 
matches a particular value , then we say that the DED is a 
Matching - DED . Note that the match is on the Digest values 
and not necessarily on the underlying data in any file . 
[ 0132 ] Key : A key is a field in a database that a program 
can use to select records ; in our case the records are DEDs . 
This concept is well understood by those familiar with the 
art . 
[ 0133 ] Hash Index : A transformation of a hash code value 
that becomes an index . For instance , assume that a hash table 
has 100 entries that that the hash being used is a CRC16 . 
CRC16 will generate a hash code value between 0 and 
65535. One simple way to convert the hash code from 
0-65535 to a range of 0-99 is to simply take the CRC16 
value and use the value modulus 100. As another example , 
assuming that the hash table has 256 elements , then all one 
needs to do is use the bottom eight bits of the hash code 
value to provide a convenient index into the table . As 
another example , assuming that the hash table has 256 
elements , then all one needs to do is use any eight bits of the 
hash code value to provide a convenient index into the table . 
[ 0134 ] Digest Data Structure ( DDS ) : A data structure 
( typically , a hash table ) that contains a collection of DEDs 
collected from an Extended Reference File ( ERF ) ( see 
definition of ERF , above ) . In general , the DDS is a data 
structure that is stored separately from the ERF . In the 

Preferred Embodiment , the DDS is stored as a separate file . 
Indeed , if needed , the DDS can be recreated from a Refer 
ence File . The Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0135 ] Digest Data Structure Hash Count ( DDSHC ) : The 
number of DEDs that a DDS is currently storing . The 
Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0136 ] Digest Data Structure Maximum Hash Count 
( DDSMHC ) : The number of hash values that a DDS could 
theoretically store given the amount of RAM and / or other 
resources available . If the DDS is a hash table then the 
DDSMHC is the number of entries in the hash table array . 
The Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0137 ] Database Mapping Engine ( DBME ) : A generic 
name for any algorithm that will store and / or fetch a 
key / keys and a value / values . Keys and values are well 
understood terms for those familiar with the art . Often , it is 
conceptually easier to think of giving the DBME a key ( e.g. 
a CRC64 ) and let the DBME convert the key from a hash 
value to a hash index . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0138 ] n - byte - block : In the Preferred Embodiment , an 
n - byte block is a contiguous block of RAM memory or disk 
storage of 512 bytes . In the current Preferred Embodiment , 
the size of the n - byte - block is a Compile - time Parameter . 
Those familiar with the art understand that this Compile 
time Parameter size of 512 bytes could , more or less , be 
easily converted into a User Option . The n - byte block has no 
particular alignment . The Inventors have coined this defi 
nition . 
[ 0139 ] N - bytes : the number of bytes in an n - byte - block . In 
the Preferred Embodiment this is 512. The Inventors have 
coined this definition . 
[ 0140 ) variable - length - n - byte - block ( VLNBB ) : Similar to 
an n - byte - block but where the number of bytes is not of fixed 
length . The implementation of variable - length - n - byte 
blocks in the Method is explained in section [ 0641 ] XLII . 
The Inventors have coined this definition . The concept 
should be well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0141 ] variable - length - n - byte - block - length - table ( VLNB 
BLT ) : This is a table of unique lengths of variable - length 
n - byte - blocks ( VLNBBs ) . For example , if there are 100 
VLNBBs computed for a Reference File and of those 100 , 
99 have a length of 512 bytes and one has a length of 8K 
bytes , then the variable - length - n - byte - block - length - table 
will have two entries : ( 1 ) a value of 512 , and ( 2 ) a value of 
8K . The Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0142 ] N - variable - length - n - byte - block - length - table ( NV 
LNBBLT ) : This is the number of entries in the variable 
length - n - byte - block - length - table ( VLNBBLT ) . For 
example , if there are 100 VLNBBs computed for a Refer 
ence File and of those 100,99 have a length of 512 bytes and 
one has a length of 8K bytes , then the value of N - variable 
length - n - byte - block - length - table will be 2. The Inventors 
have coined this definition . 
[ 0143 ] NN : The ( possibly non - integer ) number of contigu 
ous non - overlapping n - byte - blocks in a Current and / or Ref 
erence File ( as appropriate in the context of the discussion ) . 
Where NN is non - integer then the reader should round this 
value up or down to an integer as appropriate or conve 
nient if the context of the discussion warrants it . The 
Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0144 ] B - byte - block : In the Preferred Embodiment , a 
B - byte - block is a contiguous block of RAM memory of 
256K bytes . The B - byte - block has no particular alignment 
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and can be larger or smaller than 256K . In the Preferred 
Embodiment , the size is a Compile - Time Parameter but 
those familiar with the art recognize that this value may be 
dynamically selected depending on available system 
resources such as available RAM or the size of the B - byte 
block could be set as a User Option . Additionally , the size 
may be computed dynamically so as to maximize system I / O 
throughput . 
[ 0145 ] BN : Size , in bytes , of the B - byte - block . 
[ 0146 ] BB : The number of ( possibly non - integer ) B - byte 
blocks in a Current and / or Reference File ( as appropriate in 
the context of the discussion ) . Where BB is non - integer then 
the reader should round this value up or down as appro 
priate or convenient to an integer if the context of the 
discussion warrants it . The Inventors have coined this defi 
nition . 
[ 0147 ] Subscription Ratio ( SR ) : The ratio of the number of 
n - byte - blocks in a Current and / or Reference File ( as appro 
priate in the context of the discussion ) to the DDSMHC . 
That is , NN divided by DDSMHC . A fuller explanation of 
the SR can be found at [ 0092 ] [ 0035 ] V. ( 9 ) . The Inventors 
have coined this definition . 
[ 0148 ] Oversubscription : A Subscription Ratio ( SR ) 
greater than 1.0 . 
[ 0149 ] Undersubscription : An SR less than 1.0 . 
[ 0150 ] Plug - in : A piece of computer code that can be 
provided by the user to perform operations generally too 
complex to be provided as a User Option . For instance , the 
well known web browser , Firefox , allows third parties to 
provide plug - ins in order to extend the capability of the 
browser . The term is well understood by those familiar with 
the art . 
[ 0151 ] Reference File DED Storage Strategy ( RFDSS ) : 
Because the DDS is oversubscribed so that it is quite likely 
that there will be more hash code values than there is room 
in the DDS to store all the DEDs associated with the hash 
code indices , there needs to be some strategy to select which 
DEDs to insert and which to ignore . Perhaps the simplest 
strategy is to use the Subscription Ration ( SR ) rounded to 
the nearest integer such that for every SRth n - byte - block 
being emitted to the ERF there would be a DED generated 
and that that DED be inserted into the DDS . Another 
possibility is to allow the user to write a plug - in in order to 
select which DEDs will be inserted into the DDS . The 
Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0152 ] Extended Reference File DED Storage Overwrite 
Strategy ( ERFDSOS ) : Because the DDS is oversubscribed , 
as new Output Packets are generated and new n - byte blocks 
of data are logically appended to the Extended Reference 
File ( ERF ) , a strategy needs to be used to determine when 
to overwrite older DEDs . There are many strategies that can 
be used to determine when to replace older elements in the 
DDS with newer DEDs representing newly created Output 
Packets . Several strategies will be explained in [ 0531 ] 
XXXIII . ( 5 ) . Perhaps the simplest strategy is to use the 
Subscription Ration ( SR ) rounded to the nearest integer such 
that for every SRth n - byte - block being emitted to the ERF 
there would be a DED generated and that that DED be 
inserted into the DDS . Another simple strategy would be to 
have a user option specify an integer value , K , that would be 
used instead of SR . Note that the ERFDSOS can be the same 
or different than the RFDSS . Another possibility is to allow 
the user to write a plug - in in order to select which DEDs will 
be inserted into the DDS . The distinction between the 

ERFDSOS and the RFDSS is minor : The RFDSS is used 
when the DDS is initially empty and the ERFDSOS is used 
when there is an existing DDS that was previously created 
and is likely full of DEDs . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0153 ] Natural Language : A human language such as 
English , French , or Japanese . 
[ 0154 ] Computer Language : A term well understood by 
those familiar with the art . A few examples are C ++ , 
FORTRAN , COBOL , C # , PL / I . Often , computer languages 
are well - defined by ANSI and / or ISO standards . This term is 
well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0155 ] Flow Chart : is a term familiar to those familiar with 
the art of computer programming . It is a schematic repre 
sentation of a program and / or algorithm . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0156 ] Edge Condition : is a term familiar to those familiar 
with the art of computer programming . It is a condition that 
occurs “ relatively rarely ” while a program is running and 
represents a complication that must be handled . Some of the 
many possible Edge [ 0166 ] Conditions are : ( a ) End - of - file , 
( b ) zero elements in an array , ( c ) one element in an array , ( d ) 
end - of - program cleanup , ( e ) 1/0 errors . Edge conditions can 
introduce a great deal of complexity to computer programs . 
When explaining the essence of an algorithm , edge condi 
tions are often left out in order to make the understanding of 
the algorithm easier . This term is well understood by those 
familiar with the art . 
[ 0157 ] Pseudocode : is a term familiar to those familiar 
with the art of computer programming . It is a textual 
representation of a program and / or algorithm that loosely 
uses the , typically structural , conventions of many program 
ming languages , but omits many of the details of a specific 
computer language - specific syntax , generally written in a 
Natural Language . It is often easier for those familiar with 
the art to understand an algorithm if presented using Pseudo 
code rather than either a detailed computer program written 
in a Computer Language or a Flow Chart . Typically , Edge 
Conditions are often ignored when writing Pseudocode 
when the purpose is to teach the central concepts of an 
algorithm or a Method . This term is well understood by 
those familiar with the art . 
[ 0158 ] Page : A section of computer memory that may be 
in RAM or on disk . This term is well understood by those 
familiar with the art . 
[ 0159 ] Page Fault : If a program requests a Page of 
memory that happens not to be in high - speed RAM then a 
Page Fault occurs . Typically , the operating system will 
attempt to bring the section of memory in from slower - but 
cheaper non - RAM ( typically , disk - based ) storage . On disk 
based devices this usually involves a time - expensive seek 
operation followed by a read operation . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0160 ] Working Set : The set of all Pages ( in a paging 
virtual memory system ) used by a process during some time 
interval . This term is well understood by those familiar with 
the art . 
[ 0161 ] Rolling Hash : A hash code that can be calculated as 
a recurrence ; that is , as a function of an existing hash code 
and a few other data items . This contrasts with a non - Rolling 
Hash that must be recalculated from scratch for any change 
in the data . This term is well understood by those familiar 
with the art . 
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[ 0162 ] Good Hash : A Good Hash has certain desirable 
statistical properties having to do with the pseudo - random 
ness of the hash value as compared to the input . The current 
technology is such that a Good Hash is computationally 
expensive compared to a Rolling Hash . Examples of Good 
Hashes are CRC64 , MD5 , SHA , etc. The desirable proper 
ties of a Good Hash are well understood by those familiar 
with the art . 
[ 0163 ] False positive : If one uses a digest ( e.g. hash ) with 
a fewer number of bits than the underlying data , then it is 
guaranteed that under some circumstances that the digests 
will match but the underlying data will not . This situation is 
called a false positive . 
[ 0164 ] True positive : The opposite of a false positive ; the 
underlying data matches . If one uses a digest ( e.g. hash ) with 
a fewer number of bits than the underlying data , then it is 
often true that the digests will match and the underlying data 
also matches . 
[ 0165 ) Red - black tree : A data structure in which searches , 
insertions , and deletions are done in O ( log n ) time . This term 
is well understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0166 ] Decoration : A block of data of interest is decorated 
when more data is added to the block in order to demarcate 
the block . Decorating a block is conceptually similar to 
placing a letter in an envelope . This term is well understood 
by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0167 ] Packet : A block of data , generally transferred from 
one place to another . This term is well understood by those 
familiar with the art . 
[ 0168 ] Matching Data Packet ( MDP ) : A packet emitted to 
the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) representing a string of 
bytes for which data is being deduplicated . In an MDP there 
will be a reference to a position in the ERF as well as a 
length . The Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0169 ] Literal Data Packet ( LDP ) : A packet emitted to the 
Extended Reference File ( ERF ) representing an array of 
bytes for which there is no matching data that has been 
detected by the Method . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0170 ] Zero Data Packet ( ZDP ) : A packet emitted to the 
Extended Reference File ( ERF ) representing an array of 
bytes that have zeros as the contents of the bytes . The 
Inventors have coined this definition . 
[ 0171 ] Algorithmic Data Packet ( ADP ) : A packet emitted 
to the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) representing an array 
of bytes in which some algorithm is used to generate the data 
in the array of said bytes . A ZDP is a trivial example of an 
Algorithmic Data Packet . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0172 ] Chapter Packet : A special packet that marks the end 
of a Chapter and is the last packet written before the Chapter 
is closed and the File is closed . Chapter Packets in the 
Extended Reference File are chained together so that one 
can find a preceding Chapter Packet from any Chapter 
Packet except the first one . The first Chapter Packet has a 
special “ no preceding Chapter Packet ” flag . The Inventors 
have coined this definition . 
[ 0173 ] Reference File Analysis Phase ( RFAP ) : The first of 
two major phases of operation of the Method we teach . In 
this phase of operation , the Method builds the DDS from 
data in the Reference File . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0174 ] Current File Redundancy Elimination Phase 
( CFREP ) : The second of two major phases of operation of 

the Method . In this phase of operation , the Current File is 
examined and using the DDS and the Extended Reference 
File data redundancy is eliminated between the Reference 
File and the Current File . The Inventors have coined this 
definition . 
[ 0175 ] Write Once Read Many ( WORM ) : A device that 
has the physical characteristic that data written to media for 
this device cannot be erased . This term is well understood by 
those familiar with the art . 
[ 0176 ] Write Fence : A position in a file or on a logically 
linear storage device that enforces a restriction on writing to 
the file or device prior to certain point . A WORM device 
must know where the Write Fence is for a particular piece of 
medium . The sense of a Write Fence , though , is that some 
“ meta ” operation could reset the position of the Write Fence 
on , say , a disk drive simulating a WORM device thus 
allowing the rewriteable media in the disk drive to be reused . 
[ 0177 ] Maximal Run Length ( XRL ) : A Run , as measured 
in bits or bytes , as appropriate in context , of maximum 
possible length . The authors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0178 ] Submaximal Run Length ( SXRL ) : A Run , as mea 
sured in bits or bytes as appropriate in context , of less than 
or equal to the maximum possible length . The authors have 
coined this phrase . 
[ 0179 ] Minimum Run Length ( MRL ) : Since emitting a 
Run to the Extended Reference File may require decoration , 
the Minimum Run Length is a value in bits or bytes ( as 
appropriate in context ) that the Method may use to limit the 
emitting of Runs of a short Run Length in order to reduce the 
size of the Extended Reference File . The Minimum Run 
Length may be one bit or one byte as appropriate in context . 
The authors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0180 ] First In First Out Queue : ( FIFO ) . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0181 ] Last In First Out Queue : ( LIFO ) . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0182 ] Temporary Literal Buffer ( TLB ) : A buffer where 
literal data is accumulated . As the Current File is being 
processed sequentially , the Method will detect arrays of 
bytes that do not appear in the Extended Reference File . 
These bytes are accumulated in a Temporary Literal Buffer 
until matching data is detected . Among the ways a Tempo 
rary Literal Buffer could be implemented is as a LIFO or 
FIFO queue . 
[ 0183 ] Current File Wall ( CFW ) : Is a position in the 
Current File . As bytes are emitted to 
[ 0184 ] the Temporary Literal Buffer ( TLB ) , or 
[ 0185 ] a Matching Data Packet ( MDP ) is emitted , or 
[ 0186 ] Literal Data Packet ( LDP ) is emitted , or 
[ 0187 ] An Algorithmic Data Packet ( ADP ) emitted , the 
Current File Wall is updated to a higher position in the 
Current File representing the highest position in the Current 
File emitted . 
[ 0188 ] Expanding - The - Run : If we detect a short Run ( say , 
of 512 bytes ) , then we wish to look at both sides of the Run 
to see if bytes continue to match . On the low - order side of 
the run , the expansion stops at the Current File Wall ( CFW ) 
or at the maximum count that the Run Length ( RL ) can 
maintain . At the high - order side of the Run , the run stops at 
EOF or at the maximum value that the RL can maintain . As 
those familiar with the art understand , the order in which one 
searches for a mismatch of bytes on either side is irrelevant . 
The concept is further explained in [ 0354 ] [ 0348 ] XXI.1 . 
The Inventors have coined this phrase . 
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[ 0200 ] digest ( i.e. hash ) is computed for each n - byte 
block in one of the files . If the hash is a so - called MD5 hash , 
the hash will occupy 32 bytes . 
[ 0201 ] If the user has a gigabyte of RAM available 
which is fairly typical for today's home computers — the user 
will be able to store roughly 30 million MD5 hashes . That 
is , the DDSMHC will be 30 million . 
[ 0202 ] If N - bytes is 512 bytes then a DDS that is one 
gigabyte in size will be able to represent an input file of 
approximately 16 gigabytes in size . This is far smaller than 
the typical modern 2009 backup file size . 
[ 0203 ] Once the hashes are calculated for each block in 
one of the files , the other file is examined and hashes are 
calculated for the blocks in that file . A matching hash 
indicates common data between the two files . 
[ 0204 ] One could increase N - bytes but that reduces the 
likelihood that a match will be found . Similarly , one could 
reduce the size of the hash from 32 bytes to say , a 4 - byte 
CRC but this has the undesirable effect of increasing the 
number of false positives . 

VIII . Prior Art 

[ 0189 ] Expanded Run : The result of Expanding - The - Run . 
It is not necessary for the length of the Expanded Run to be 
the maximum possible Run Length ( RL ) . The Inventors 
have coined this phrase . 
[ 0190 ] Insertion / Deletion Algorithm : An algorithm that is 
able to look at two binary strings and detect and report 
insertions and deletions in one in order to produce the other . 
These algorithms are well known to those familiar with the 
art . For instance , as we write this , http://code.google.com/ 
p / xdelta / ( incorporated herein by reference ) is a link to open 
source to a program called xdelta that performs binary 
differences . 
[ 0191 ] Magic Number : This is a bit pattern that is used to 
indicate or verify that correct data has been placed in a 
particular location . Generally , a Magic Number is a bit 
pattern that is expected rarely to be seen . This term is well 
understood by those familiar with the art . 
[ 0192 ] Locality of Reference : Is a term of art that , roughly , 
means that computers can process data faster when the data 
to be processed is relatively compact along some relevant 
dimension . Thus , on a disk drive with a single head , data that 
is on a single track can be fetched faster than data on nearby 
tracks , which , in turn , can be processed faster than data on 
tracks that are farther away . Similarly , data in RAM that is 
mirrored in an L3 , L2 , or L1 hardware cache will be 
processed far faster than data that is not in these caches . 
[ 0193 ] RAM Memory Hardware Cache ( RMHC ) : In mod 
ern ( circa 2009 ) computers , there is a small amount of very 
fast memory that the CPU can access . The Ll cache is , 
generally , physically on the CPU chip itself , and tends to be 
quite small ; on the close order of 64K . The L2 cache ( on the 
close order of 2 megabytes ) tends to be intermediate in speed 
between RAM and the Ll cache . 
[ 0194 ] DED Access Accelerator ( DAA ) : This is a data 
structure that copies a portion of the Digest stored in each 
DED into a compact array that is small enough to fit into a 
cache ( e.g. an L2 cache ) that is faster than main RAM 
memory , in order to increase the performance of hash table 
lookups . This is more fully explained in [ 0663 ] XLIII . The 
Inventors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0195 ] Proxy : When used in the context of the DED 
Access Accelerator ( DAA ) , in the Preferred Embodiment , 
the one - byte Proxy is the low order byte of the Rolling Hash 
stored in the DED . It could , of course , be some other 
collection of bits of the Rolling Hash but a single byte is 
convenient . A nybble ( 4 bits ) is another obvious size for a 
Proxy . The DM is an array of Proxies . 
[ 0196 ] Proxy : Synchronizer : A program that performs 
deduplication . 

[ 0205 ] Parts of this invention build on the technology of 
Shnelvar’s patent U.S. Pat . No. 6,374,266 . We make explicit 
note of U.S. Pat . No. 7,055,008 and state that while this 
invention may use stochastic ( or in the alternate , heuristic ) 
processes to determine if a block of data “ is worthy of 
investigation to determine if the blocks are identical " , this 
invention does not use the mechanisms as taught in 
7055008. Indeed , for those devices with long seek times , we 
teach that we use stochastic processes on a collection of hash 
codes for blocks to determine if the computational expense 
of the delay associated with seeks is worthy of those blocks 
being fetched . Unlike 7055008 , we do not assume that if two 
hash codes are identical that the underlying blocks are 
identical . 
[ 0206 ] While this invention focuses on computer backups , 
it has applicability to the reduction in size of any two 
datasets as well as eliminating duplication in a dataset 
( Intrafile Deduplication ) . An objective of this Invention is 
not to require the reverse engineering of the internal struc 
ture of the backup files of backup software ; or , indeed , of 
any software . 
[ 0207 ] In order to understand the operation of the Inven 
tion , one should understand a point made at http : //cis.poly . 
edu / .about.suel / papers / delta.pdf ( Algorithms for Delta 
Compression and Remote File Synchronization ) . Specifi 
cally , " delta compression ” and “ remote file synchronization ” 
are quite different but related problems . 
[ 0208 ] The present Invention relates to delta compression ; 
but can be used for remote file synchronization . Indeed , it is 
one of the goals of this Invention that it be used for Remote 
File Synchronization . 
[ 0209 ] To paraphrase what Suel and Memon wrote in 
Algorithms for Delta Compression and Remote File Syn 
chronization : 
[ 0210 ] In the delta compression problem , a Client Com 
puter has a copy of a Reference File and a Server Computer 
has copies of both the Reference and Current Files and the 
goal is to compute a Delta File of minimum size , such that 
the Client Computer can construct a Current File by manipu 
lating the Reference File and the Delta File . 
[ 0211 ] “ In the remote file synchronization problem , the 
Client Computer has a copy of the Reference File and the 

VII . How Data Redundancy Elimination Between 
Two Files is Currently Done 

[ 0197 ] For small ( on the order of 600 megabytes or 
smaller ) datasets , a common technique to find the " differ 
ence ” between two files is to use a “ binary difference ” 
program ( e.g. Visual Patch from Indigo Rose Software ) . 
Techniques of this kind will generally eliminate redundan 
cies at close to theoretical maximums . 
[ 0198 ] Above that range , cruder commonality - removing 
( i.e. deduplication ) techniques are used . 
[ 0199 ] In general , to calculate a binary difference , the two 
input streams are logically broken up into logically contigu 
ous equally sized blocks of data . 
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Server only has a copy of the Current File and the goal is to 
design a protocol between the two parties that results in the 
Client Computer holding a copy of the Current File while 
minimizing the communication cost . ” 
[ 0212 ] In the present invention it could be said that we turn 
some of Suel and Memon's definitions on their heads . ( In 
actuality , we don't do that since which computer is the 
Client and which is the Server is a matter of convenience . ) 
Specifically , in the class of problem that this invention 
addresses , we assume that the Client Computer contains 
both the Reference File as well as the Current File and the 
objective is to create a series of patch file ( s ) that represent 
the various states of the Current File at various previous 
times . 
[ 0213 ] Given that there may be many clients being served 
by a server and that the computation of the Delta File will 
take on the order of several hours , it becomes clear that it 
would be wiser — for several reasons to use the idle capac 
ity of the clients rather than the servers to compute the Delta 
File ( s ) . 
[ 0214 ] There are other advantages to computing the Delta 
File on the Client rather than the server . A non - obvious 
advantage is that the client could then select a different 
imaging program at different times , thus providing a con 
tingency against the possibility that a particular program is 
unable to restore the image it had created . 

to guarantee that the Wednesday Current File can be prop 
erly recreated from the Tuesday Reference File and the 
Tuesday Patch File . Then the Wednesday Current File is 
deleted in order to save disk space . The Wednesday Patch 
File is appended to the Tuesday Reference File to create a 
Wednesday Reference File . 
[ 0221 ] The same for Image Files created on Thursday and 
Friday and for every day ( or hour or minute or second ) after 
that . 
[ 0222 ] As those familiar with the art understand , whether 
the Patch Files are appended to the ( Monday ) Reference File 
or whether these files are saved individually is a trivial 
implementation detail . Whether the Patch Files are created 
using system idle time is an implementation detail . Whether 
the Current Files are deleted is an implementation detail . 
Whether a Verification Pass is performed is an implemen 
tation detail . 
[ 0223 ] Indeed the Method of the current invention is not 
limited to image files but can easily be used for any 
collection of ( large ) databases and / or files . 
[ 0224 ] The user of the present invention might find that it 
is efficacious to run backup program X on Monday and 
program Y on Tuesday so that the user is not relying on the 
ability of a single program to backup and restore the user's 
data . This is a major feature of the Method . 
[ 0225 ] As users and administrators have learned from 
bitter experience , “ Backup is easy . Restoring is hard . " 

X. Seek and Ye Shall Find it Slowly 
IX . A Typical Example 

[ 0215 ] Consider a collection of files that represent daily 
Image Files of a particular client computer . For instance , 
consider the following , possibly typical , scenario of five 
daily Image Files that represent the state of a Client Com 
puter on Monday through Friday . 
[ 0216 ) On Monday a Monday Reference File is created . 
[ 0217 ] On Tuesday the Tuesday Current File is created . 
The Client Computer then uses ( possibly idle ) system time 
to create a Tuesday Patch File that allows the Tuesday 
Current File to be created given the Monday Reference File 
and the Tuesday Patch File . A Verification Pass is then 
optionally performed to guarantee that the Tuesday Current 
File can be properly recreated from the Monday Reference 
File and the Tuesday Patch File . Then the Tuesday Current 
File is deleted in order to save disk space . The Tuesday Patch 
File is appended to the Monday Reference File to create a 
Tuesday Reference File . 
[ 0218 ] In the Preferred Embodiment of our Method , the 
combination of the Monday Reference File and the Tuesday 
Patch File is called the Extended Reference File . We call the 
contents of the Monday Reference File “ Chapter 1 ” . We call 
the contents of Tuesday Current File as represented by the 
Monday Reference File plus the Tuesday Patch File " Chap 
ter 2 ” , etc. 
[ 0219 ] In the Preferred Embodiment of the Invention , 
there is no separate Patch File . Instead , Output Packets are 
appended to a Reference File . As those familiar with the art 
understand , splitting out , say , the Tuesday Output Packets to 
form a Patch File is a trivial operation since the location of 
the Chapter's beginning position is stored in the last packet 
( the Chapter Packet ) in the Extended Reference File . 
[ 0220 ] On Wednesday a Wednesday Image File is created . 
The Client Computer then uses idle system time to create a 
Wednesday Patch File that allows the Wednesday Current 
File to be created given the Tuesday Reference File and the 
Wednesday Patch File . A Verification Pass is then performed 

[ 0226 ] As those familiar with the art understand , random 
access memory accesses in RAM are much faster than 
random access seeks followed by a read on disk . 
[ 0227 ] Even with RAM , so - called “ locality of reference ” 
is a desired feature . Most modern CPUs will keep recently 
used data in a high - speed cache . As one of the authors of this 
Invention has noted in his book , Efficient C / C ++ Program 
ming , exploiting this feature of a CPU can dramatically 
increase the speed of operation of a computer program . 
[ 0228 ] For purposes of simplicity , in this section we shall 
ignore + the various hardware caches that most modern 
microprocessors possess and speak in broad terms . 
[ 0229 ] Hard disk seek times , circa 2009 , are measured on 
the order of milliseconds . 8 milliseconds is a fairly typical 
seek time , and this time has not changed for several years . 
See , for instance , http://www.storagereview.com/articles/ 
200601 / WD1500ADFD_3.html which is incorporated 
herein by reference . Assume for this discussion that there is 
a technological breakthrough and that a fast hard disk is 
capable of random access seeks that take “ only ” a millisec 
ond . 
[ 0230 ] Random access seeks in RAM are measured in 
nanoseconds . A fairly slow modern computer can do a 
non - localized seek in about 70 nanoseconds . Assume 100 
nanoseconds for simplicity . 
[ 0231 ] Thus , the ratio of random access seeking our very 
fast ( currently , theoretical ) hard disk to our relatively slow 
RAM is 10-3 / 100x10- % ; which is ten thousand to one . 
[ 0232 ] A more reasonable modern figure would be about 
a hundred thousand to one . 
[ 0233 ] As those familiar with the art understand , if the 
comparison is between the situation where the disk drive's 
head is near the center of the drive and the data to be sought 
is towards the outer edge and the data is in a high - speed 
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the value of N - byte becomes smaller then the number of 
places in the Extended Reference File matching an n - byte 
block increases . 

RAM cache because of locality of reference , then the ratio 
can be well in excess of a million to one . 
[ 0234 ] In either event , the lesson that many others and we 
teach is that seeking on disk is to be avoided if at all possible 
if there are a large number of seeks to be performed because 
of the large cost in the time domain . 

XI . N - Bytes 
[ 0235 ] Smaller is Usually Better 
[ 0236 ] One can view each n - byte - block as a probe into the 
Reference and Current Files . In order to find the maximum 
number of Runs , one wants to make N - bytes as small as 
possible . 
[ 0237 ] To demonstrate this , assume that the Reference and 
Current Files have the following Contents : 

[ 0248 ] Since the Method must pick some Run , it picks the 
" wrong Run ” . See Section [ 0267 ] XIII for a discussion of 
duplicate hash values . 
[ 0249 ] To illustrate this , consider reducing N - byte to a 
value of 1. In this case , the DEDs would almost certainly be 
pointing to a an effectively random place in the Extended 
Reference File and the fact of the 1 - byte match would not 
signify a high probability of a meaningful Run at that 
location ( a Run whose length is , say , more than 100 bytes ) , 
thus wasting the effort needed to seek to the location in 
question . 

Exhibit 1 
Two files in which only the first byte is different 

Offset in File 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
I J Reference 

Current 
A 
X 

B 
B 

? 
? 

D E 
DE 

F 
F 

G 
G 

H 
? ? 

K 
K 

L 
L 

M 
M 

N 
N OO J 

XI . ( 1 ) : In Our First Scenario , Assume that N - Bytes 
is 5 

XII . Ram as a Limiting Factor 

[ 0238 ] When N - bytes is 5 then 
[ 0239 ] bytes 0-4 do not match and the two hash codes for 
bytes 0-4 are not likely to match . 
[ 0240 ) bytes 5-9 do match and the hash codes for bytes 5-9 
will match . 
[ 0241 ] bytes 10-14 do match and the hash codes for bytes 
10-14 will match . 
[ 0242 ] Under this circumstance , both the Inventors ' 
Method as well as the methods used by others knowledge 
able in the art will detect two matches of five bytes each and 
would easily be able to eliminate ten bytes of redundancy . 

XI . ( 2 ) : In Our Second Scenario , Assume that 
N - Bytes is 15 

[ 0243 ] Because a hash would be computed on two differ 
ent 15 - byte arrays , it is highly unlikely that the two hash 
codes will match . Even if by some extreme statistical 
improbability the two hash codes did match , the underlying 
fetch of the two 15 - byte arrays would show an immediate 
mismatch . 
[ 0244 ] With N - bytes equaling 15 , no redundant data 
would be detected . 

N - Bytes Versus Digest Data Structure Maximum 
Hash Count ( DDSMHC ) 

[ 0250 ] Assuming that one is implementing the methods 
used prior to the Inventors ’ Method , then the problem with 
making N - bytes as small as possible is that it increases the 
RAM needed to support the number of DEDs ( e.g. hash table 
entries ) one needs to store into the Digest Data Structure 
( DDS ) . ( e.g . a hash table ) . 
[ 0251 ] For instance , assuming 
[ 0252 ] The hash codes generated do not generate the same 
hash code for two different byte arrays 
[ 0253 ] The hash codes have perfect distribution properties 
[ 0254 ] The Reference File is 1000 bytes in size 
[ 0255 ] Then assuming that N - bytes is 100 , we would need 
10 DEDs inserted into the DDS . 
[ 0256 ] On the other hand , if N - bytes is 10 , we would need 
100 DEDs inserted into the DDS . 
[ 0257 ] As should be readily apparent from these 
examples , the smaller N - Bytes is , the larger the DDSMHC 
has to be . 
[ 0258 ] Because RAM is a precious commodity , it is not 
unusual for implementers of the current art to make N - bytes 
quite large : 8 k is not unusual . 
[ 0259 ] We cite from http://www.hifn.com/uploadedFiles/ 
Products / Solution_Bundles / Data_De_Dupel - Hifn WP - Bit 
Wackr - 2.pdf ) 

XI . ( 3 ) : Conclusion 
[ 0245 ] For those familiar with the art , it should be obvious 
that one wants N - bytes to be as small as possible in order to 
detect as many Runs as possible . 
[ 0246 ] As a matter of empirical evidence , in the Preferred 
Embodiment , to achieve the best deduplication performance 
in terms of eliminating duplicate data and keeping the size 
of the Extended Reference File as small as possible , the best 
value for N - byte is in the range of 512 to 2048 . 
[ 0247 ] The Inventors speculate that the reason the values 
lower than 512 reduce deduplication performance is that as 

2.3 Data Deduplication 
[ 0260 ] Data deduplication is a technique that eliminates 
redundant blocks of data . In the deduplication process 
developed by Hifn , blocks of data are “ fingerprinted ” using 
the Secure Hash Algorithm ( SHA - 1 ) , a trusted algorithm 
that is widely employed in security applications and com 
munications protocols . Hifn implements the SHA - 1 algo 
rithm in specialized silicon that produces a 160 - bit hash 
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( also referred to as a “ digest ” or “ fingerprint ” ) from fixed 
length data blocks with block sizes between 4 KB and 32 
KB . 
[ 0261 ] Thus those familiar with the art will readily see a 
major improvement to the current art in that our arbitrarily 
small probe currently 512 bytes in the Preferred Embodi 
ment of the Invention will likely detect far more Runs than 
those who set N - bytes to a larger value . 

XIII . Duplicate Hash Values 
[ 0262 ] Given an n - byte - block for which a hash value has 
been computed , it is possible for the hash value to be a 
duplicate . 
[ 0263 ] This can be the result of two possibilities . 
[ 0264 ] First , two n - byte - blocks with different contents can 
hash to the same value . This is the result of the so - called 
“ Counting Problem ” which shows that all hash functions 
must generate collisions if the number of bits in the hash 
value is smaller than the number of bits in the input . By 
enumerating all the inputs and listing all the hash values one 
can easily see this . Eventually , there must be duplicates in 
this many - to - one mapping . 
[ 0265 ] Second , and somewhat more problematic , it is 
possible for the same n - byte - block ( by content ) to appear in 
more than one position in either the Reference File or the 
Current File . We discuss this further in section [ 0307 ] XVII . 
[ 0266 ] This is easily seen , for instance , if a user made a 
copy of a file larger in size than N - bytes and took a 
non - compressed Image Backup of the disk or disks on which 
the two identical files are stored . The file would appear in 
two places on the disk and thus one or more n - byte - blocks 
would be duplicated . 
[ 0267 ] We presume the way that most synchronizers work 
is when a duplicate n - byte - block is found that a refer 
ence to one of the copies is stored along with a length - in 
bytes or , almost equivalently , a length - in - blocks . 
[ 0268 ] It is , of course , possible for our Method to examine 
both positions in the Extended Reference File and determine 
which sum of Run Lengths produces the smallest sum of 
sizes of Output Packets . 

is computed instead of a non - Rolling Hash because it is 
guaranteed that if two blocks have different hash values 
whether rolling or non - rolling then the contents of the two 
blocks are different . As we teach , above , if the two hash 
values are the same then there is a good chance that the 
contents of the two blocks are the same but the only way to 
guarantee this is to actually compare the two blocks , gen 
erally by having to fetch them from disk . 
[ 0272 ] In the Preferred Embodiment of the Method , we 
use Rolling Hashes to allow us to rapidly scan for Runs in 
data that may be similar except for some number of inserted 
and / or deleted bytes . We discuss this further , below . 

XV . The Logical Structure of the Extended 
Reference File 

[ 0273 ] The term “ Extended Reference File ” is a term of 
convenience . 
[ 0274 ] In the Preferred Embodiment of the invention , it is 
a single file known to the operating system . We teach that it 
need not be a single file and there are good reasons why one 
may not want it to be a single file . 
[ 0275 ] Consider for a moment a Reference File for which 
we are certain there is no Intrafile Duplication and thus a 
waste of time to perform deduplication ; or the Reference 
File is read - only and is , thus , unmodifiable . 
[ 0276 ] The Method we teach could easily place new 
output packets in a separate file . The question then becomes 
as to how to refer to a location in the Reference File or the 
file with the new output packets ? 
[ 0277 ] As those familiar with the art would immediately 
see , there are a large number of design choices to solve this 
minor problem . We discuss two possibilities . 
[ 0278 ] In the first possibility , the output packet contains 
two fields . ( 1 ) A file reference , and ( 2 ) a byte position in the 
file . 
[ 0279 ] In the second possibility , the output packet assumes 
that the Extended Reference File is a single file but that there 
is a side table that allows the Method to translate from an 
offset into a reference to ( 1 ) A file reference , and ( 2 ) a byte 
position in the file . 
[ 0280 ] Let us explore the second possibility . 
[ 0281 ] Let us say that the Reference File is 1,000,000,000 
bytes in length and that the output file where output packets 
are to be stored is called the Output Packet File . If in the 
DED a position of 1000 is detected then it is obvious that 
some data from the Reference File is to be read . If , on the 
other hand , the position in the DED is 1,000,001,000 , then 
data is to be read from the Output Packet File . 
[ 0282 ] As a matter of definition , the Output Packet File is 
part of the Extended Reference File . 
[ 0283 ] As should be immediately apparent to those famil 
iar with the art , this can be extended to any number of files . 
All that need be maintained are data structures equivalent to 
an ordered table of file references ( e.g. file names ) and file 
lengths . 

XVI . The Packet Structure of the Extended 
Reference File 

[ 0284 ] To repeat , the two inputs are the Reference File and 
the Current File . The output is the Extended Reference File 
that consists of an Old Reference File followed by zero or 
one Chapter packets followed by a collection of zero or more 
non - Chapter Output Packets followed by a Chapter Packet . 
A chapter packet is a special packet that marks the end of a 
Chapter and is the last packet written before the Chapter is 
closed and the file is closed . 

XIV . Difference in Speed and Efficacy Between 
Rolling Hashes ( Hash Codes with Poor Statistical 

Properties ) and Non - Rolling Hashes ( Better 
Statistical Properties ) 

[ 0269 ] As those familiar with the art understand , as far as 
hash tables and hash codes are concerned , a good hash code 
has certain statistical properties , the object of which is to 
take random input and spread that input uniformly through 
a integer range of values so that the probability of two inputs 
( e.g. , n - byte - blocks ) having the same output is minimized . 
One typical offshoot of this good - hashing property is the 
so - called avalanche effect in which if a single bit of the input 
is changed then , on average , half the bits of the output are 
changed . 
[ 0270 ] A non - Rolling Hash ( e.g. MD5 ) is relatively good 
at achieving the goal of uniform distribution compared to 
any Rolling Hash with which the Inventors are familiar . Of 
course , the reason one might use a Rolling Hash instead of 
a non - Rolling Hash is the computational expense of non 
Rolling Hashes . 
[ 0271 ] Thus the method we teach uses the same technique 
that rsync and others do : where appropriate , a Rolling Hash 
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[ 0285 ] Using a standard C syntax , a simpleminded Output 
Packet might have the following format : 

Exhibit 2 

[ 0292 ] That is , there is no necessity for the identical 
section to start on a block boundary . This allows partial 
block matching , which can improve the efficiency of the 
representation and increase the amount of data removed by 
deduplication . 
[ 0293 ] Another optimization can be added for zero - filled 
areas , which apparently occur frequently in some common 
types of files . The data structure to represent a block of 
zeroes might look like this : 

struct Identical Block 
{ 

int BlockNumber ; 
} ; 
struct Different Block 
{ 

int nBytes ; 
unsigned char StringOfDifferentBytes [ 1 ] ; 

} ; 
union PacketUnion 

Exhibit 5 

Zero Block . 
{ struct Zero Block 

{ struct IdenticalBlock ; 
struct DifferentBlock ; 

} ; 
struct OutputPacket 

int Length ; 
} ; 

{ 
char BlockIndicator ; 

/ * A flat indicating what kind of Packet we have 
* / XVI . 1 Structure of the Matching Data Packet 

( MDP ) union PacketUnion ; 
} ; 

[ 0294 ] For purposes of this specification , the Output 
Packet where the Blockindicator indicates that we have 
matching data is known as a Matching Data Packet ( MDP ) . 

XVI.2 Structure of the Literal Data Packet ( LDP ) 

[ 0286 ] Those familiar with the art would immediately 
understand that IdenticalBlock is a fixed - length data struc 
ture that represents ( i.e. points to ) a block in the Reference 
File . If , for instance , an n - byte - block is 512 bytes in length , 
an int is eight bytes , and a bool is one byte , then an 
OutputPacket containing an IdenticalBlock could represent 
those particular 512 bytes in nine bytes . 
[ 0287 ] From the simpleminded data structure in Exhibit 2 , 
we slightly modify Identical Block . 

[ 0295 ] For purposes of this specification , the Output 
Packet where the BlockIndicator indicates that we have 
non - matching ( i.e. “ literal data ” ) data is known as a Literal 
Data Packet ( LDP ) . 

XVII . Duplicate User Embedded Data 
Exhibit 3 

struct IdenticalBlock 
{ 

int BlockNumber ; 
int nBlocks ; 

} ; 

[ 0288 ] By adding int nBlocks , we can create a reference to 
a Run of contiguous matching data blocks in the Reference 
File and Current File . 
[ 0289 ] Thus if there is a run of , say , one hundred blocks 
that match , this can be represented using the data structure 
in Exhibit 3 — by a single OutputPacket of seventeen bytes 
rather than one hundred OutputPackets which would have a 
total length of nine hundred bytes . 
[ 0290 ] Adding the field int nBlocks has consequences that 
are not immediately obvious . This will be discussed below . 
[ 0291 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the IdenticalBlock 
structure implementation looks more like this : 

[ 0296 ] Consider two large and nearly identical user files 
that happen to be slightly different at the end of the files . 
These files are actually or virtually stored in the Reference 
File . Further assume , for simplicity , that the two user files 
are defragmented . 
[ 0297 ] The problem for all synchronizers that happen to 
use Hash Codes ( and even for those that don't ) is to 
determine which copy of the file ( or n - byte block ) to point 
to when a copy of the file ( or n - byte block ) is found in the 
Extended Reference File . 
[ 0298 ] Presuming that there are two n - byte - blocks with 
the same content in the Extended Reference File and that the 
synchronizer goes through a phase in which n - byte - blocks 
are stored in a DDS then there are at least four possible 
strategies that can be used to store the corresponding DEDs 
into the DDS . ( A ) Store the first occurrence and ignore any 
further occurrences . ( B ) Store the last occurrence and throw 
away previous occurrences . ( C ) Store all occurrences of the 
DED into the DDS and deal with the extra complications as 
well as the overhead . ( D ) Randomly add the DED , by , say , 
generating a random number between 1 and 100 and then 
adding the DED if the number generated is above 80 . 
[ 0299 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the first occurrence 
of the DED is stored and all newer ones are not stored . While 
this may not be optimal it is generally “ good enough ” ; a 
great deal of deduplication will be forthcoming regardless of 
which copy is selected , because many of the parts that are 
the same between and among the files will be picked up . 

Exhibit 4 

struct IdenticalBlock 
{ 

int StartingPositionInReferenceFile ; 
int Length ; 

} ; 
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XVIII . The Naive Method Possibly Used by Most 
Other Synchronizers ( English ) 

[ 0300 ] The basic idea behind most synchronizers is to 
create a Digest Data Structure ( DDS ) that represents a 
collection of hash values as well as other data , such as the 
position where the block can be found in one or both files to 
be synchronized . This DDS contains a digest for each 
n - byte - block . The DDS is usually of the form of a hash table 
and each digest is usually therefore the result of a hashing 
algorithm such as MD5 or CRC but , in any event , a hashing 
algorithm generating a collection of digests and stored in a 
DDS is used to shrink the size of the data to be manipulated ; 
this is done because working with the raw data rather than 
a digest results in computation times that are so long as to 
be infeasible . 
[ 0301 ] The two files are often called the “ Reference File ” 
and the “ Current File ” . Conceptually , the Reference File 
could be a backup image taken on Monday and the Current 
File is a backup image taken on Tuesday . 
[ 0302 ] In general , the Reference File is divided into 
n - byte - blocks and each block is represented by a hash value 
( CRC , MD5 , SHA - 1 , etc. ) . Then the Current File is scanned 
( often byte - by - byte ) and the same hashing algorithm is used 
to compute a hash value for any n - byte - block . 
[ 0303 ] The assumption is generally made by most other 
synchronizers that two n - byte - blocks having the same hash 
value are , indeed , the same block . As Shnelvar ( 6374266 ) 
and many others ( e.g. http://infohost.nmt.edu/.about.val/re 
view / hash.pdf , which is incorporated herein by reference ) 
have pointed out , this may be an invalid and highly danger 
ous assumption ; nonetheless , this is the assumption that is 
made . 
[ 0304 ] The inventors , anecdotally , are aware of the fol 
lowing : the well - known rsync program has an extra check to 
reduce the probability that two n - byte blocks having the 
same hash value ( i.e. digest value ) are , indeed , the same 
block using a technique roughly equivalent to the following : 
[ 0305 ] a . rsync computes a Good Hash on the whole 
" newer ” file and transmits that along with the data . 
[ 0306 ] b . If this whole - file hash doesn't match on the 
receiver , then rsync does the whole operation again with a 
differently - seeded hashing algorithm . 
[ 0307 ] c . Repeat above until the whole - file hash does 
match . 
[ 0308 ] Of course , this still isn't a guarantee of success , but 
it isn't as likely to fail as the naive approach described 
above . 
[ 0309 ] That is , rsync computes a whole - file Good Hash 
and transmits it to the receiver . rsync then calculates the 
Good Hash of the resulting file on the receiver . If they don't 
match , they redo the whole transmission with a slightly 
different hashing algorithm that should not have the same 
erroneous “ equivalent block ” problem . 
[ 0310 ] Returning now to the Method that we teach , if a 
hash match is found , all that need be indicated is that the 
n - byte - block of data can be found at a particular offset in the 
Reference File . The algorithm continues until the Current 
File becomes exhausted . 
[ 0311 ] Often , the list of offsets and unassociated data ( i.e. 
data found in the Current File but not in the Reference File ) 
is transmitted to a second computer so that the second 
computer can update its copy of the Reference File in order 
to create a copy of the Current File . This list of offsets and 
unassociated data is often called a Patch File . 

[ 0312 ] Of course , the unassociated data could be passed to 
a zip - libe compressor to lower the overhead of transmitting 
many byes . As those familiar with the art know , if the data 
to be compressed has already been compressed ( e.g. the data 
is part of a jpeg or a zip file ) then it is likely that the 
" compression ” will produce results larger than the already 
compressed data . 
[ 0313 ] Central and implicit to the method ( s ) described , 
above , is that the Digest Data Structure ( DDS ) fits in RAM . 
The DDS , usually of the form of a hash table , needs to fit in 
RAM because access to an element in the hash table needs 
to be quick in order to produce results competitive with other 
implementations . As those familiar with the art understand 
and as we taught in Section [ 0234 ] X , the difference in speed 
between accessing an element of a hash table in RAM versus 
a random access seek - and - read on a disk drive can be in 
excess of a million to one . Access across a network is often 
even slower . Therefore , placing the DDS ( e.g. a hash table ) 
on a relatively slow non - RAM device makes the computer 
program almost certainly impractical and uncompetitive . 
[ 0314 ] Allowing the DDS to grow so that the DDS is 
placed in virtual memory merely shifts the problem of 
disk - based seeking from the application program to the 
operating system . There would be little if any gain in speed 
if the DDS were not part of the Working Set . 
[ 0315 ] The Inventors wish to explicate the previous para 
graph . What should be well - known to those familiar with the 
art is that hash codes have the desired property that given an 
input block for which a hash code is computed , the value of 
the hash code is , for all intents and purposes , random in the 
range for which the hash values are computed . This desir 
able property spreads the hash codes evenly through a hash 
table , thus reducing so - called hash table collisions . The 
undesirable side effect of this property is that if a hash table 
is placed in virtual memory , there would be much page file 
thrashing as the operating system constantly brings in pages 
of memory . 
[ 0316 ] We now return to an explanation of how synchro 
nizers work . 
[ 0317 ] Consider a DDS which is a hash table using an 
MD5 as the hashing algorithm . Assume that the digest 
consists of MD5 entries . Each entry in the hash table is at 
least 128 - bits long because an MD5 hash is 128 - bits long ; 
and each entry is generally longer in order to capture 
information such as block position in the Reference File . For 
simplicity , assume that each hash table entry is 128 - bits long 
( 16 bytes ) 
[ 0318 ] Most modern commodity computers ( circa 2009 ) 
contain on the close order of a gigabyte of RAM . If this 
amount of RAM were completely committed to a hash table 
( thus leaving no room for the operating system and opera 
tional programs ) , then the hash table could represent at most 
6.2x107 = 10 ° / 16 ) blocks . If each n - byte - block were 512 
bytes , then the absolute maximum size representable by 
such a hash table would be 32 gigabytes . 
[ 0319 ] 32 gigabytes would be considered to be a large file 
by most modern home PC users . Note , though , that 32 
gigabytes would roughly represent the size of an image 
backup for a common 60 - gigabyte disk that was relatively 
full , given a 50 % compression ratio . 
[ 0320 ] Note that this 32 - gigabyte limit is an absolute 
maximum for a computer with a gigabyte of RAM . The 
practical maximum is far below this for the following 
reasons . 
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-continued 

Exhibit 7 
Pseudocode in which edge conditions have been ignored 

[ 0321 ] First , if the hash algorithm used is SHA - 1 instead 
of MD5 then each entry will be 20 bytes in length rather than 
16. A hash table consisting of only SHA - 1 entries could 
represent only 25.6 gigabytes rather than 32 gigabytes . 
[ 0322 ] Second , as noted , above , each hash table entry will 
be larger than just the ( CRC , SHA - 1 , MD5 , etc. ) digest . In 
the present Invention's Preferred Embodiment , each hash 
table entry is sixteen bytes long : Each entry in the hash table 
is a DED , which contains the following : 

Exhibit 6 

unsigned LowerHas Value ; 
unsigned BlockNumberin ReferenceFile ; 
longlong GoodHashValue ; 

006 // build DDS for Reference File 
007 // 
008 While there is data left to read in the Reference File ; 
009 Read NbytesPerBlock into a buffer ; 
010 Computer hash value of buffer ; 
011 Insert has value and block number into DDS ; 
012 
013 
014 
015 // NbytesPerCurrentFileBlock : Number of bytes that the algorithm 
016 // uses to " chunk up ” the Current File so that the Current file 
can be further scanned 
017 // byte - by - byte in order to locate blocks of data to be found in the 
Reference 
018 // File . 
019 // The Preferred Embodiment uses a tuneable value of 256 Kbytes . 
020 // Almost any value larger than NbytesPerBlock can be used . 
021 // WE would expect larger values of NbytesPerBlock to increase 
022 // performance . 
023 
024 // 
025 // Read Current File and compare to Reference File 
026 // Write to Extended Reference File ( ERF ) 
027 // 
028 While there is data left to reach in the Current File ; 
029 Read NbytesPerBlockReference File into BufferA ; 
030 PtrBufferA = start of BufferA ; 
031 While there is data left to process in BufferA ; 
032 Peel off NbytesPerBlock and place into BufferB ; 
033 Hash OfBufferB = Compute hash of BufferB ; 
034 if HashOfBufferB exists in DDS 
035 
036 If there is any data in the Temporary Literal 

Buffer ( TLB ) 
037 
038 Emit a Literal Data Packet ( LDP ) based on 
039 the TLB to the Extended Reference 

File ; 
040 Clear the TLB ; 
041 
042 Create a Matching Data Packet ( MDP ) 
043 Emit the MDP to the ERF 
044 PtrBufferA + = NbytesPerBlock ; 
045 
046 else 
047 
048 Store byte at PtrBufferA into the TLB ; 
049 PtrBufferA ++ ; 
050 

{ 

[ 0323 ] where “ LowerHash Value ” is the low 32 bits of the 
calculated “ fast ” Rolling Hash value ( to be described , 
below ) ; “ BlockNumber " is the block number in the 
Extended Reference File to which the hash table entry 
pertains ; and “ GoodHashValue ” is the CRC - 64 ( “ good ” ) 
hash value for that block . However , if a larger hash value , 
such as MD5 or SHA - 1 were used , then clearly this data 
structure would be larger than 16 bytes . 
[ 0324 ] Third , as noted , above , RAM is used for items 
other than the hash table . In order for most programs to work 
efficiently RAM must be allocated for things such as file 
buffers , frequently executed operating system code , and 
other data structures . 
[ 0325 ] Fourth , as those familiar with the art understand , 
hash table collisions due to clustering render a hash table 
less - and - less efficient as the hash table become populated . 
As is readily apparent to those familiar with the art , as the 
Subscription Ratio approaches 100 % , the odds of two hash 
values mapping into the same hash bucket approaches 100 % 
even for the best hash functions . As the table becomes more 
full , more - and - more sophisticated algorithms ( which , of 
course , become computationally more expensive ) are 
required to handle hash bucket collisions . As we reported , 
above , in Section [ 0339 ] XX , one vendor recommends that 
the Subscription Ratio ( SR ) be approximately 0.30 . In the 
Inventor's method , we achieve very good deduplication 
performance with SR's exceeding 30 ; a factor of 100 
difference . 
[ 0326 ] Modern rsync - like programs seem to have a prac 
tical upper bound of much less than a gigabyte . The Pre 
ferred Embodiment of this invention has a practical upper 
bound of at least hundreds of gigabytes . 

{ 

} 

} 

{ 

} 

XIX . The Naive Method Probably Used by Most 
Other Synchronizers ( Pseudocode ) 

[ 0327 ] Those familiar with the art will be able to under 
stand the C - like Pseudocode syntax , below . 

XX . Novelty of the Method with Respect to 
Oversubscription of the DDS 

[ 0328 ] The following non - obvious insights are central to 
the novelty of the current invention . 
[ 0329 ] First , and foremost , is the insight that the DDS can 
be oversubscribed . That is , it is not necessary for the DDS 
to contain every hash for every n - byte - block . Indeed , a 
Subscription Ratio of 30 is fairly typical as implemented in 
the Preferred Embodiment . 
[ 0330 ] To demonstrate the extreme novelty of this portion 
of the Invention , we quote from www.hifn.com/uploaded 
Files / Products / Solution_Bundles / Data_De_Dupe / Hifn WP- 
Bit Wackr - 2.pdf ( which is incorporated herein by reference ) : 
[ 0331 ] “ -s , --hash_size N 
[ 0332 ] Set the hash table size in N number of bits . The 
number must be between 16 and 32. The hash table will 
contain 2 N entries , e.g. , N = 16 will set a hash table with 
65536 entries . 

Exhibit 7 
Pseudocode in which edge conditions have been ignored 

001 // NbytesPerBlock : Number of bytes that the algorithm uses to 
002 // " chunk up ” the Reference File and Current File . 
003 // Typical value is 512 
004 
005 // 
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[ 0333 ] Each entry is a “ hash bucket which can contain a 
Block Address that points to a Dedupe Data Block . How 
ever , due to the hashing algorithm only a small percent of the 
entries can be filled before truncated hash duplicates occur , 
which will greatly affect the performance of the system . 
Generally one would want to select a hash size value that is 
large enough so that the volume size in blocks is less than 
30 % of the total hash table entries . " 
[ 0334 ] What the above tells us is that a manufacturer of 
hardware to do data deduplication uses the “ standard ” 
method of undersubscribing the hash table and suggests that 
the users specify a hash table size such that the DED's only 
consume 30 % of the hash table ( i.e. the DDS ) . 
[ 0335 ] In the Preferred Embodiment of this invention , the 
DDS , like the one used by hifn ( quoted , immediately , 
above ) , is a hash table . 
[ 0336 ] The second non - obvious insight is that heuristic 
techniques can be used to find “ runs of common blocks ” so 
that the duplication of data in these common blocks can be 
eliminated and a reference - and - a - length can be substituted 
for the data . Substituting a reference and a length in order to 
eliminate duplication is well known to those familiar with 
the art . 
[ 0337 ] The basic insight regarding the heuristic used in the 
Preferred Embodiment is that matching hash codes can be 
used to give clues as to where identical runs of matching 
data might be found . Various techniques will be taught ( See 
section [ 0443 ] XXXI . Using Heuristics to Determine where 
Runs of Identical Data can be found ) 
[ 0338 ] Third , where the Repository is a device in which 
seek time is computationally expensive , this method uses the 
hash values to determine if the expense of seeking should be 
done rather than assume that two hash values that are 
identical point to identical data . This allows the Method to 
use computationally inexpensive hashes ( e.g. Rolling 
Hashes ) with poor theoretical properties with respect to 
collisions . 

XXI.1 Expanding - the - Run Explained 
[ 0344 ] Assume that N - Bytes is 512 bytes and that in the 
process of Expanding - The - Run that 100 bytes of identical 
data are found prior to the n - byte - block and 200 bytes of 
identical data is detected following the n - byte - block , then 
we create and emit a Matching Data Packet ( MDP ) the fact 
that 812 ( 100 + 512 + 200 ) bytes of common data was found . 
We can then advance the pointer where we calculate 
CRC64's 200 bytes . 
[ 0345 ] When we emit the MDP , we also advance the 
Current File Wall ( CLW ) . 
[ 0346 ] It is a novel feature of the Inventors ' Method that 
the Method can and will compute hash codes in the Current 
File for , possibly many , positions other than positions divis 
ible by N - bytes . When and if one or more of these hash 
codes are found to match entries in the DED , each such 
matching DED provides a block position in the ERF which 
is then used as a starting point by an Expanding - The - Run 
operation . This allows the Method to pick up Runs at 
positions other than those divisible by N - bytes . 
[ 0347 ] Since on a standard IBM PC - type of computer 
there is a significant cost to computing CRC64's , the Pre 
ferred Embodiment does things somewhat differently . 
[ 0348 ] The following is a simplification of what is actually 
done in the Preferred Embodiment ; but what we teach here 
is , except for some optimizations , logically equivalent to the 
Preferred Embodiment . 
[ 0349 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the DDS is a hash 
table whose entries are indexed by a subset of the bits of the 
value of a Rolling Hash . The hash table entry contains fields 
for 
[ 0350 ] An n - byte - block location 
[ 0351 ] the value of Rolling Hash for the n - byte - block 
location 
[ 0352 ] a CRC64 for the n - byte - block . 
[ 0353 ] As we have taught , above , CRC64s ( and MD5's 
and SHA - 1’s , etc. ) are computationally expensive . Rela 
tively speaking , Rolling Hashes are very cheap to compute 
when one is computing a collection of them where the 
collection represents overlapping n - byte - blocks in which the 
blocks are separated by , say , one byte . 
[ 0354 ] In the Inventors ’ Preferred Embodiment , most of 
the computation of a Rolling Hash can be accomplished with 
three additions , two subtractions , and two shift operations . 
This operation is computationally very inexpensive . 
[ 0355 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the following opera 
tions are performed : 
[ 0356 ] The DDS is keyed off the Rolling Hash . If a match 
is found on the Rolling Hash value then for the n - byte - block 
in the Current File , a CRC64 is computed . If the CRC64 
computed for the n - byte - block in the Current File matches 
the CRC64 computed for the n - byte - block in the Extended 
Reference File , then an Expanding - The - Run operation is 
performed . 
[ 0357 ] The purpose for the extra complication of comput 
ing a CRC64 rather than depending exclusively on Rolling 
Hashes is that , on computer hardware circa 2009 , the 
Inventors have found ( as we have taught in Section [ 0234 ] 
X Seek and ye shall find it slowly ) that it is computationally 
faster to compute a CRC64 than it is to access the data on 
a disk drive , and the reduction of “ false positives ” from 
Rolling Hash matches more than makes up for the additional 
computation time for calculating the CRC64 . 

XXI . The Inventors ' Method is Able to Find Runs 
of Data at Positions Other than Those Divisible by 

N - Bytes 

[ 0339 ] We now answer the question posed in [ 0101 ] 
[ 0035 ] V. ( 11 ) Summary — What about insertions and dele 
tions ? 

[ 0340 ] We now teach how the Inventors ' Method is able to 
detect Runs that do not start on positions in the Extended 
Reference File divisible by B - bytes . 
[ 0341 ] For purposes of this explanation , assume that the 
cost of computing a CRC64 for an n - byte - block ( e.g. 
N - bytes of data ) is zero . Further , assume that we read in a 
B - byte - block from the Current File ( in the preferred embodi 
ment , 256K in size ) . 
[ 0342 ] Then for each byte for which we can compute a 
CRC64 ( that is , 256K - N - bytes + 1 ) we compute a CRC64 . 
We then search the DDS ( that is , the hash table ) and check 
if the hash code computed for the byte matches one in the 
DDS . 

[ 0343 ] If there is a match on the CRC64's then we proceed 
to read the corresponding n - byte - blocks and check for a 
Run . If a Run is detected , then we perform an Expanding 
The - Run operation . 
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XXII . Improvements Over Prior Art 
[ 0358 ] ( 1 ) . Modern rsync - like programs seem to have a 
practical upper bound of much less than a gigabyte . The 
Preferred Embodiment of this invention has a practical 
upper bound of at least hundreds of gigabytes . The reason 
for this is that methods like rsync or 6374266 require 
sufficient RAM so as to have room for the equivalent of a 
DED for each block of data in the Reference File . As those 
familiar with the art can see , one can shrink the needed size 
of the DDS by increasing the size of the block corresponding 
to a DED ; but then the probability of finding matching data 
is reduced and thus redundancy elimination and compres 
sion are reduced in efficacy . 
[ 0359 ] ( 2 ) rsync - like programs assume that two " good 
hash codes ” that happen to be equal point to the same 
content . Our Method does not do that but , instead , uses the 
hash codes to determine if a seek that is computationally 
expensive in the time domain should be performed . Thus our 
Method is guaranteed to produce correct output while rsync 
like programs are only likely to produce correct output . 

" dummy ” chapter to which “ real ” chapters are later added . 
However , as a User Option , it would be possible to store the 
actual data of Chapter 0 as " raw " data . 
[ 0373 ] Indeed , in previous incarnations of the Preferred 
Embodiment , all that was done to create a Chapter 0 was that 
a Chapter packet was appended to the raw user data . This 
was abandoned in the Preferred Embodiment because ( 1 ) It 
modified a user file and ( 2 ) it performed no useful intrafile 
deduplication of a Reference File . 
[ 0374 ] It would be a rather trivial operation to modify the 
Chapter Packet to reference files ( See Section [ 0402 ] XXVII 
for an example of how this could be done . ) 
[ 0375 ] This would be desirable , in the not infrequent case , 
that the user knows that the data associated with the first 
Chapter of the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) contains little 
that could be deduplicated . Thus , attempting to do Intrafile 
deduplication on this first Chapter is a waste of computer 
time . 
[ 0376 ] In this case , the Method could create an ERF by 
appending a Chapter 0 packet to the " raw " data . A DDS is 
then built from this ERF . 

XXV . Adding the Chapter Packet to the Extended 
Reference File Assuming the Extended Reference 

File is on a Worm Device 

[ 0377 ] We extend the discussion we started in Section 
[ 0280 ] XV . 
[ 0378 ] It is not an essential feature of the Method that the 
Extended Reference File be on a WORM storage device but 
the Method readily accommodates WORM storage devices . 
Once the final Decorated Packet representing the final bytes 
of the Current File has been processed , a special Decorated 
Packet , the Chapter Packet , is emitted . The Chapter Packet 
may look something like this : 

Exhibit 8 
Possible structure of fields of a Chapter Pocket 

XXIII . Reversible Digests 
[ 0360 ] We mean to use the phrase “ Reversible Digest " in 
one of three senses . 
[ 0361 ] ( 1 ) An algorithm such as “ Generate an array of 
1500 bytes of zeros . ” In this case all that needs to be noted 
is a flag for the algorithm ( generate an array of zeros ) and the 
number of zeros . 
[ 0362 ] ( 2 ) An algorithm , such as LZW , that might com 
press an array of bytes and for which decompression recre 
ates the array of bytes exactly . 
[ 0363 ] ( 3 ) A “ trivial ” transformation of an array of bytes ; 
such as reversing the order of the first two bytes of the array . 
[ 0364 ] The Inventors recognize that the Digests stored in 
table entries of the DDS need not be hash codes similar to 
CRC64s or SHA - 1s ; but could be , for instance , the under 
lying data itself . 
[ 0365 ] We explain the paragraph , immediately above , 
further ; by example . 
[ 0366 ] Assume that the DDS is organized in such a 
manner that table entries are fetchable by key and where the 
fields of the DED comprise 
[ 0367 ] A 64 - byte key 
[ 0368 ] A byte offset in the Extended Reference File 
Instead of matching on a hash code , an alternative embodi 
ment of the Method could use 64 ( or whatever number is felt 
to be appropriate by User Option ) bytes of the original data 
to probe the Current and Reference Files . 
[ 0369 ] In another embodiment , it might be found to be 
efficacious to use every 16th byte of the n - byte - block as the 
reversible digest and to key off of this value to find matching 
Runs . 
[ 0370 ] Again , the novelty of the Invention is that the DDS 
be oversubscribed and the form of the Digest is almost 
irrelevant . 
[ 0371 ] Thus , when we use in the claims the phrase 
“ Digest ” , we mean both a hash code and a Reversible 
Digest . 

Chapter Flag 
Position in Extended Reference File of the first Decoded Packet emitted 

for the chapter 
Chapter Number 
Magic Number 
Human Readable description of Chapter 
Spare Bits Reserved for Future Use 

[ 0379 ] None of the fields following the “ Position in 
Extended Reference File of the first Decorated Packet emit 
ted for the Chapter “ field are strictly necessary . The fields 
starting at the Chapter Number are useful to establish that 
the Chapter has been closed successfully as well as provid 
ing human readable information about the chapter . 
[ 0380 ] The Chapter Number is not necessary since the 
Chapter Number can be computed by marching backwards 
through the chain of Chapter Packets and counting the 
number of Chapter packets until a special “ no preceding 
Chapter Packet ” flag is detected . 
[ 0381 ] Having a Chapter Number in the Chapter Packet is 
useful so that the Method can quickly determine the number 
of Chapters in the Extended Reference File . 
[ 0382 ] The Magic Number is not necessary assuming that 
the Method as implemented in software and hardware has 
operated correctly . The Magic Number is there in case , for 
instance , the hardware has failed . The Method is expecting 
a Chapter Packet as the last bytes of the Extended Reference 

XXIV . Chapter 0 in the Extended Reference File is 
Special in the Preferred Embodiment 

[ 0372 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , Chapter 0 contains 
no information relating to user data , but is used only as a 
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File . If the value in the Magic Number field is incorrect , then 
the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) is corrupted . 
[ 0383 ] " Human Readable Description of Chapter ” field 
only serves the purpose of identifying the Chapter for 
humans . It is not necessary for the successful operation of 
the Method as implemented in software or hardware . 
[ 0384 ] As anyone familiar with the art understands , the 
“ Spare Bits Reserved for Future Use ” field is not necessary 
for the successful operation of the Method as implemented 
in software or hardware . 
[ 0385 ] Even though the Chapter packet points to the 
" Position in Extended Reference File of the first Decorated 
Packet emitted for the Chapter ” , finding the beginning of the 
previous Chapter packet is easy since the Chapter Packet is 
of fixed size . One merely subtracts the size of the Chapter 
Packet from the “ Position in Extended Reference File of the 
first Decorated Packet emitted for the Chapter " in order to 
find the previous Chapter Packet in the chain of Chapter 
Packets . 

The Method allows each Current File processed to be 
reconstituted separately . We call the Original Reference File 
“ The First Chapter " and the portion of the Extended Refer 
ence File containing the additional data needed to recon 
struct the first Current File added to the Reference File as the 
“ Second Chapter . ” 
[ 0393 ] Note that the First Reference File may have zero 
length . 
[ 0394 ] For the purposes of clarity in the specification , 
above , we did not show the Chapter Packet being inserted 
after the first Reference File . In the Preferred Embodiment , 
a Chapter Packet is emitted to the Extended Reference File . 
[ 0395 ] The logical structure of the Extended Reference 
File with five Chapters in the Preferred Embodiment looks 
something like this : 

Exhibit 10 

( 1 ) First ( 2 ) Chapter ( 3 ) First ( 4 ) Decorated ( 5 ) Chapter 
Reference Packet of Decorated Packets Packet of the 

File the First Packet of representing Second Chapter 
( May have Chapter Second the Second 

zero Chapter Chapter 
length ) 
( 6 ) First ( 7 ) Chapter ( 8 ) First ( 9 ) Chapter ( 10 ) First ( 11 ) Chapter 

Decorated Packet Decorated Packet Decorated Packet 
Packet of of the Packet of of the Packet of of the 

Third Third Fourth Fourth Fifth Fifth 
Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 

XXVI . Adding the Chapter Packet to the Extended 
Reference File Assuming that the Extended 

Reference File is not a Worm Device . Using a 
Chapter Table of Contents 

[ 0386 ] As implemented in the Preferred Embodiment , the 
packets of data described in Sections [ 0292 ] XVI and [ 0386 ] 
XXV can easily be stored on a WORM storage device 
because only new data is appended to the file . 
[ 0387 ] Assuming that the implementer of the Method 
chooses to store the data in a rewriteable device , then it 
would be efficacious to create a Chapter Table that would list 
the starting position of each Chapter . 
[ 0388 ] One of many ways to implement a Chapter Table of 
Contents would be to store it as an array of 

[ 0396 ] As we taught in Section [ 0280 ] XV , these five 
chapters could be split into any number of files . Of course , 
having these five chapters split into the five pieces such 
that each piece is a Chapter — is one obvious partitioning of 
the Chapters . 
[ 0397 ] Assume that we wish , indeed , to partition the ERF 
into five separate files . The Method and the Preferred 
Embodiment could both be extended as follows . 
[ 0398 ] metafile which indicates the names of the five files 
in the correct order is created . Let us call the file Metafile.txt . 
Using Microsoft Windows filename syntax , the content of 
Metafile.txt might be something like that of Exhibit 11 . 

Exhibit 9 
Possible Structure of an element of the Chapter Table of Contents Array 

Position in Extended Reference file of the first Decorated Packet 
emitted for the Chapter 

Human Readable Description of Chapter 
Spare Bits Reserved for Future Use Exhibit 11 

( Lines starting with semicolons are comments . " cta ” is the 
preferred filename extension for chapters in ERFs . ) [ 0389 ] As those who are familiar with the art are aware , 

this array of Chapter structures can be implemented in any 
number of ways . The count of Chapters could be stored 
separately and the array could be stored in a file on disk . 
[ 0390 ] In the alternative , the implementer or the user via 
a User Option could specify that the Chapter Table of 
Contents array could have a maximum size and be stored at 
the beginning of an Extended Reference File . 

XXVII . Structure of an Extended Reference File 
with Multiple Chapters Stored on a Worm Storage 

Device 

; chapter 0 on a local read - only device 
; Note that the structure of Y : First.cta could , 
in turn , 
; contain a field that contains a file name 
that refers to the 
; actual file of undeduplicated data . 
Y : First.cta 
; Contains output packets representing 
literal and reference 
data . 
; This is the third Chapter : Chapter 2 
\\ RemoteComputer01 / c / June / third.cta 
; Stored on a local drive 
; This is the fourth Chapter : Chapter 3 
c : \ June fourth.cta 
; Stored on a local drive 
; This is the fifth Chapter . Chapter 4 
c : \ June \ fifth.cta 

[ 0391 ] Even though this section indicates that we are 
discussing ERFs stored on WORM drives , those familiar 
with the art understand that the techniques taught here work 
equally well on non - WORM drives or devices that enforce 
a Write Fence . 
[ 0392 ] As should be clear , the Process of processing 
Current Files and adding output packets to and Extended 
Reference File can be repeated as many times as is useful . 

[ 0399 ] Each “ * .cta ” file ends with a Chapter Packet . 
[ 0400 ] It has been the experience of the Inventors that 
validating the internal consistency of such a metafile and 
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[ 0424 ] If the packet type is Chapter Packet then we are 
done and the Chapter has been reconstituted . 

XXIX . The DDS can be Rebuilt 

making sure that all the files are both internally and exter 
nally consistent is a daunting but achievable task . 
[ 0401 ] As those who are familiar with the art understand , 
implementing such metafile handling adds considerable 
flexibility and power to the Method ; allowing the imple 
menters to create delta files so as to allow the synchroniza 
tion of huge files by merely shipping , say , c : Junefifth.cta 
across a network . 
[ 0402 ] Extending the discussion of Section [ 0380 ] XXIV , 
using the techniques taught in this section , it would become 
a trivial operation to implement having Chapter 0 either 
refer to no user data or have it point at a user file that is on , 
say , a WORM device . 

[ 0425 ] As we see from Section [ 0415 ] XXVIII , the DDS 
is never referred to while reconstituting Chapters of original 
data . 
[ 0426 ] It should thus be obvious that while the DDS 
contains valuable data about the Extended Reference File 
( ERF ) , a new DDS can be built given only the ERF . 
[ 0427 ] Thus the DDS can be deleted at only the cost of 
rebuilding it . 

XXVIII Reconstituting a Chapter from an Extended 
Reference File 

XXX . Brief Conceptual Overview of the Inventors ' 
Method 

[ 0428 ] For illustrative purposes let us assume that an 
n - byte block is 256 bytes long and that a B - byte - block is 
256K ( 262,144 bytes ) and , further , that the Current and 
Reference files are identical and of size one megabyte 
( 1,048,516 bytes ) . 
[ 0429 ] If the DDS is a mere four elements in size ( a 
ridiculously small size but we are attempting to illustrate the 
method ) , and , further if the offsets selected for the four 
DDEs are as listed in Exhibit 12 then the Method would 
proceed as follows : 
[ 0430 ] Phase 1 : A Reference File Analysis Phase ( RFAP ) 
is performed in which the DDS is built . The Reference File 
is read and a four - element array DDS is built . For purposes 
of this discussion assume that the four DEDs actually 
inserted into the DDS for four n - byte blocks are roughly in 
the middle of each B - byte - block . We present Exhibit 12 
which is the DDS sorted in order of offset in the reference 
file . 

Exhibit 12 

[ 0403 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the Chapter Packets 
are appended to the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) as the 
last decorated packet after a Current File has been com 
pletely processed . In the example , below , we teach how to 
reconstitute a Chapter from a successfully created ERF . 
[ 0404 ] Consider the ERF that we taught in [ 0402 ] XXVII . 
Assume that we wish to reconstitute the Third Chapter . That 
is , we are attempting to reconstitute the second file “ added ” 
to the base Reference File . 
[ 0405 ] Referring to Exhibit 10 and Section [ 0386 ] XXV 
and using C - style pseudocode , we would seek to 
[ 0406 ] EOE — sizeof ( Chapter Packet ) 
[ 0407 ] We would then read the Chapter packet represent 
ing 
[ 0408 ] ( 11 ) Chapter Packet of the Fifth Chapter 
[ 0409 ] We now are able to compute the position of 
[ 0410 ] ( 9 ) Chapter Packet of the Fourth Chapter 
[ 0411 ] since the Chapter Packet of the Fifth Chapter has a 
reference to the first packet 
[ 0412 ] of the Fifth Chapter , and as explained in Section 
[ 0386 ] XXV , this has a fixed offset from the previous 
Chapter Packet . We repeat this process in the obvious 
manner to read 
[ 0413 ] ( 7 ) Chapter Packet of the Third Chapter 
[ 0414 ] Again , from “ ( 7 ) Chapter Packet of the Third 
Chapter ” we are now able to get 
[ 0415 ) ( 6 ) First Decorated Packet of Third Chapter 
[ 0416 ] because the field [ 0421 ] Position in Extended Ref 
erence File of the first Decorated Packet emitted for the 
Chapter is directly accessible from “ ( 7 ) Chapter Packet of 
the Third Chapter ” 
[ 0417 ] We seek to “ ( 6 ) First Decorated Packet of Third 
Chapter ” and read the flag to determine what kind of 
Decorated Packet we have . In the Preferred Embodiment , 
we have several types of flags , but for the purposes of 
teaching in this section of the specification we teach that 
there are only three types of Decorated Packet Flags 
[ 0418 ] ( 1 ) Literal Data Packet 
[ 0419 ] ( 2 ) Match Data Packet 
[ 0420 ) ( 3 ) Chapter Packet 
[ 0421 ] The Method reads packets one at a time . 
[ 0422 ] If the packet type is a Literal Data Packet then the 
" literal bytes ” are emitted to the Reconstituted File . 
[ 0423 ] If the packet type is a Match Data Packet , then we 
seek to the position in the Extended Reference File , and 
copy the number of bytes indicated in the Length field of the 
Match Data Packet to the Reconstituted File . 

Hash 
table 
entry 

Offset in 
Reference 

File 
Hash 
Value 

2 
1 

128K 
384K 
640K 
896K 

Ox1232 
Ox7731 
OX?AB3 
OXCABO 

3 
0 

[ 0431 ] As those familiar with the art understand , the hash 
values are , essentially , random values associated with the 
corresponding n - byte block found at the “ Offset in Refer 
ence File ” . Those familiar with the art also understand that 
the order of insertion of hash values into the hash table is 
also , essentially , random . For this hash table assume that the 
low order two bits of the hash value are used as an index into 
the hash table and that there were a vast ( 4K - 4 ) number of 
collisions leaving only these four hash codes . Or , in the 
alternative , that we divided the total Reference File length 
by 4 , executed a seek to each position indicated in the table 
in Exhibit 12 and computed the hashes and that there were 
no hash collisions . 
[ 0432 ] Phase 2 : The Current File Redundancy Elimination 
Phase ( CFREP ) in which the Current File is examined in 
light of the data in the DDS built in the RFAP . 
[ 0433 ] Continuing our discussion , the data in Exhibit 12 
( essentially , the DDS ) is used as follows . 
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[ 0442 ] The number of bytes in a B - byte - block should be 
selected to take advantage of any hardware characteristics of 
the user's hardware . For instance , it may be that an optimal 
size for a B - byte - block is the number of bytes on a track of 
a disk drive or the number of bytes in a disk drive's on - board 
cache . 
[ 0443 ] The purpose of a B - byte - block is to bring into 
RAM a section of the Current file to be rapidly examined 
without necessitating I / O that is expensive in the time 
domain . 

[ 0434 ] A B - byte - block ( 256K block ) is read into memory . 
Conceptually , roughly 256K ( rolling ) hashes are built and 
stored in a table ; that is , one for each overlapping n - byte 
block in the B - byte - block . The table is then examined ( and 
since the Current File and the Reference File are defined to 
be identical for this illustration ) we know that at offset 128K 
in the Current File that we shall find a hash code whose value 
is Ox1232 . 
[ 0435 ] Having found a matching hash code it is a simple 
matter to bring in a block from the Reference File . For 
convenience we bring in a B - byte - block starting at offset 
zero . Note that we could bring in any size block that includes 
the n - byte block at offset 128K in the Reference File . 
Assume for this illustration that we bring the first B - byte 
( 256K ) block into memory . 
[ 0436 ] Since the Reference File and the Current File are 
identical , we are guaranteed that the two n - byte blocks at 
offset 128K are identical , as well . The simple version of this 
Method then compares the contents of the two B - byte 
blocks by using offset 128K as an anchor from which to 
determine the length of the run . In this particular case both 
B - byte - blocks are identical so all that need be emitted to the 
Extended Reference File is a notation that 256K bytes 
starting at offset 0 in the Reference File is redundant and the 
redundancy can be eliminated . 
[ 0437 ] The simple Method continues with the next three 
B - byte - blocks in a similar manner . In this simple - minded 
example , four small packets of information indicating the 
redundancy to be removed replace a megabyte of redun 
dancy . 
[ 0438 ] Of course anyone familiar with the art can see 
some obvious optimizations . Perhaps the most obvious is 
that the Method – having detected a synchronization point at 
offset 0 in the Reference File can Expand The Run by 
continuing to read forward until synchronization is lost . In 
our particular example this would mean that the entire 
Current File would have the redundancy eliminated and thus 
four packets would be replaced by one . 

XXXI ( 1 ) Brute Force 
[ 0444 ] The inventors claim this method . 
[ 0445 ] If two digest values match between the Current and 
Reference Files , find the positions in both files for the n - byte 
block corresponding to those digest values , then read for 
wards and backwards to find the boundaries of the run of 
identical data . Because of the nature of hash codes the 
number of bytes of identical data may be zero . 
[ 0446 ] We repeat here what we wrote in Section [ 0211 ] 
VIII , the Inventors assert that it is unsafe to assume that if 
two digests match that the underlying data matches . None 
theless , we teach that if the user of the Method wishes to 
assume that if two digests match that , then , the underlying 
data matches , and assuming that the user's assumption is 
correct , then this Method will produce correct output and the 
original data will be recovered . 
[ 0447 ] If the underlying data does match for a certain 
number of bytes , then , optionally , the Method we teach 
could expand the match by an arbitrary number of bytes in 
both directions by using the method we taught in Section 
[ 0348 ] XXI . We also teach that we could use the method of 
U.S. Pat . No. 5,446,888 ( Pyne ) to detect insertions and 
deletions of small numbers of bytes . We also teach that there 
are many Insertion / Deletion Algorithms known to those 
familiar with the art for detecting insertions and deletions 
between two relatively small strings of similar binary data . 
[ 0448 ] For instance , assume that we find that 256 bytes of 
data in the Reference File and Current file indeed match . 
Further assume that this 256 - byte block of data can be found 
at positions 50000 in the Reference file and 150000 in the 
Current file . 
[ 0449 ] The Method would then read forwards and back 
wards in the Reference and Current Files until there was a 
mismatch . Assume that mismatches were found at offsets 
40000 in the Reference File ( 140000 in the Current File ) and 
60000 in the Current File ( 160000 in the Reference File ) . 
[ 0450 ] The Method could then , optionally , extend the 
potentially matching data area by , say , 10000 bytes in each 
direction ( that is , to 30000 and 70000 in the Current File ) 
and then use one of the Insertion / Deletion Algorithms to see 
if only a small number of bytes has been inserted or deleted 
near the matching data ( 40000 through 60000 in the Refer 
ence File and 140000 through 160000 in the Current File ) . 

XXXI . Using Heuristics to Determine where Runs 
of Identical Data can be found 

[ 0439 ] Once the realization is made that the DDS can be 
oversubscribed , then the fundamental problem becomes how 
to use the limited information in the DDS to determine 
common runs of data . We describe and will claim several 
variants . 

[ 0440 ] Before we do so , we make note of an optimization 
that is implemented in the Preferred Embodiment . In the 
Preferred Embodiment the Current File is logically broken 
up into B - byte - blocks . A B - byte - block ( mnemonically , a 
" big - number - of - bytes block ) has a size that is , generally but 
not necessarily an even multiple of n - bytes . The number of 
bytes in a B - byte - block will be claimed to be tunable . In the 
Preferred Embodiment its default value is 256K . 
[ 0441 ] As is well known to those familiar with the art , 
reading a large block of data into RAM from a Repository 
is likely to be considerably faster than reading sequentially 
and repetitively the same total number of bytes as a number 
of blocks each containing a small number of bytes . In 
addition , a larger B - byte - block will provide more opportu 
nities for detecting runs of common data between the 
Reference and Current Files when the subscription ratio is 
increased . 

XXXI ( 2 ) Using Multiple Hash Codes 
[ 0451 ] The inventors claim this method as a dependent 
claim . 
[ 0452 ] The method of [ [ 0449 ] XXXI ( 1 ) Brute Force ) may 
not be optimal because of the possibility that a particular 
n - byte block may be repeated several or many times in either 
the Reference File or the Current File . As those familiar with 
the art know , there may be many instances of a block of 
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550,000 in the Reference file indicates the possibility of a 
Run of 300,000 matching bytes between the Reference File 
and the Current File at the respective locations in those Files . 
If this is determined to be the case on comparison of the 
respective contents of the Reference File and the Current 
File , this commonality of 300,000 bytes could be eliminated 
and a single packet of information ( which is only a few bytes 
long ) representing the common 300,000 bytes could be 
transmitted to the Extended Reference File . 

zeros on a user's disk . Similarly , other blocks might be 
repeated , especially if the user keeps multiple copies of files 
in the user's Repository . 
[ 0453 ] Because blocks of zeros occur so often , the Pre 
ferred Embodiment has special handling for runs of zeros . 
[ 0454 ] The Preferred Embodiment also implements a 
method that uses offsets of blocks associated with hash 
codes to decrease the number of seeks necessary to establish 
where long runs of common data may be found . As those 
familiar with the art understand , on modern computers seek 
operations are computationally expensive and are thus to be 
avoided . 
[ 0455 ] The method that we describe and which we will 
claim looks at the corresponding relative offset of n - byte 
blocks associated with hash codes . 
[ 0456 ] We give an example . 
[ 0457 ] Consider a Reference File with n - byte blocks 
beginning offsets and associated hash codes . Assume that the 
hash codes represent unique blocks ; that is , assume that 
there are no collisions . 

XXXIII Memory Mapped Disk Files 

[ 0463 ] A feature of , at least , some Microsoft operating 
systems is to allow the programmer to appear to load an 
entire huge file into RAM that is smaller than the file . 
[ 0464 ] While this may reduce the programming effort , it 
merely defers to the operating system the work of chunking 
the data . 

XXXIII . Method ( English ) 

Exhibit 13 

Offset Hash Code 

[ 0465 ] As we did with the pseudo - code , this explanation 
ignores edge conditions in order to teach the Method with 
some clarity . Those familiar with the art understand that the 
handling of edge conditions is where the major work ( called , 
colloquially , “ grunt work ” ) of programming occurs but is 
not illustrative of method or the novelty of method . 

150,000 
250,000 
550,000 

1234 
1234 
2345 

XXXIII . ( 1 ) The Method Summarized [ 0458 ] Consider a Current File with n - byte blocks begin 
ning offsets and associated hash codes . Assume that the hash 
codes represent unique blocks ; that is , assume that there are 
no collisions . 

[ 0466 ] The Method can be summarized as follows : 
[ 0467 ) Find two n - byte - blocks with identical hash codes . 
Move forwards and backwards from the point of the match 
in the Reference and Current Files in order to detect and 
Output Packets . Exhibit 14 

Offset Hash Code XXXIII . ( 2 ) the Method Optimized in the Face of 
Various Resource Availability Conditions 450,000 

550,000 
850,000 

1234 
1234 
2345 

[ 0459 ] As should be obvious to anyone familiar with the 
art , detecting and accounting for long runs is almost always 
better than processing a collection of short runs because 
there are fewer packets of common information to transmit 
to the Extended Reference File . Also , there is the reduction 
in the overhead in decoration . 
[ 0460 ] Assuming that one processes the above two tables 
in the order listed ( e.g. , offset 100,000 is processed before 
200,000 ) , one could use the method as indicated in [ [ 0449 ] 
XXXI ( 1 ) Brute Force ] . As is apparent if one uses the brute 
force method , either ( 1 ) the brute force method either will 
not detect a possibly longer run , or ( 2 ) four seek operations 
would need to be performed to analyze which run to use . 
[ 0461 ] Assume that a naive brute force method was used . 
In this case the program would seek to position 150,000 in 
the Reference File and position 450,000 in the Current File . 
The program would then search in those vicinities for 
common data and would likely find commonality of less 
than 100,000 bytes . 
[ 0462 ] On the other hand , the fact that the distance 
between location 550,000 and 850,000 in the Current File is 
the same as the distance between location 250,000 and 

[ 0468 ] The objective of this Method is to minimize the 
time and computer resources necessary to eliminate the 
redundancy between two , possibly large , files . 
[ 0469 ] Here is a partial a list of constraints circa 2009 . 
[ 0470 ] ( la ) Disk seeks are on the order of 8 milliseconds . 
This is the major constraint in modern computers but we 
foresee technology in which this constraint is removed . That 
is , we foresee a technology in which the repository has many 
of the features of modern RAM but has the additional feature 
that it is both cheap and maintains its state when power is 
removed . 

[ 0471 ] ( 1b ) RAM is relatively expensive compared to disk 
space . A gigabyte of ram costs approximately $ 20 . 
[ 0472 ] ( 2 ) It is computationally expensive to compute a 
Good Hash . In order to quickly compute a Good Hash 
special hardware may be employed . 
[ 0473 ] 1 a and 1 b are variants of " seeks are slow / fast . ” 
[ 0474 ] There are thus four possibilities that are presented 
depending on whether ( 1 ) Seeks are slow or fast ; and ( 2 ) 
Whether Good Hashes are cheap or expensive to compute . 
The Method will vary what needs to be computed and its 
strategy for randomly reading from the Reference File . 
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[ 0491 ] Under this condition seeks are not to be avoided . 
[ 0492 ] Thus the Method will store only a Rolling Hash as 
it builds the DDS for the Reference File . 
[ 0493 ] The Method will then use the Rolling Hash as an 
" initial match ” . 
[ 0494 ] Those familiar with the art fully recognize that 
Runs may continue backwards and forwards for many 
B - byte - blocks . 

XXXIII . ( 2 ) ( 1 ) Seeks are Expensive ; Good Hashes 
are Expensive 

[ 0475 ] Circa 2009 , this is the common case for the typical 
computer . Nonetheless , the computation of a Good Hash is 
expensive but takes less time than a random seek . 
[ 0476 ] Under this condition both seeks and Good Hashes 
are to be avoided and the Method does this by using Rolling 
Hashes and other heuristics to avoid both of these expensive 
operations . 
[ 0477 ] Thus the Method will store both a Rolling Hash 
and a Good Hash as it builds the DDS for the Reference File . 
[ 0478 ] The Method will then use the Rolling Hash as an 
" initial match ” . 
[ 0479 ] The methods will then either ( a ) continue to com 
pute more Rolling Hashes to see if there are more matches 
in the right order and at the right distances before commit 
ting to computing a Good Hash , or ( b ) Immediately compute 
a Good Hash ( depending on either a heuristic to determine 
which to use or a User Option ) . 
[ 0480 ] Once it has been determined that a Good Hash 
should be computed , the Good Hash is computed and then 
the DDS is examined for a Good Hash matching value . If a 
match ( es ) is found , then the B - byte - block ( s ) corresponding 
to the matched Good Hash is brought in and the B - byte 
block ( s ) is / are searched backwards and forwards for a Run . 
[ 0481 ] Those familiar with the art fully recognize that 
Runs may continue backwards and forwards for many 
B - byte - blocks . 

XXXIII . ( 2 ) ( 4 ) Seeks are Cheap ; Good Hashes are 
Cheap 

[ 0495 ] Seeks can be made cheap by existent but as yet 
( 2009 ) impractically expensive technology , e.g. , Solid State 
Disk ( SSD ) . 
[ 0496 ] Good Hashes can be made cheap either by a novel 
Good Hash algorithm being discovered or Good Hash 
dedicated hardware being added to the computer . See 
McLoone , above . 
[ 0497 ] Under this condition neither seeks nor Good 
Hashes are to be avoided . 
[ 0498 ] Thus the Method will store only a Good Hash as it 
builds the DDS for the Reference File . 
[ 0499 ] Those familiar with the art fully recognize that 
Runs may continue backwards and forwards for many 
B - byte - blocks . 

XXXIII . ( 3 ) Hash Codes in the Right Order and at 
the Right Distances 

XXXIII . ( 2 ) ( 2 ) Seeks are Expensive ; Good Hashes 
are Cheap 

[ 0482 ] This is the next most likely scenario circa 2009 . 
[ 0483 ] Good Hashes can be made cheap either by a novel 
Good Hash algorithm being discovered or Good Hash 
dedicated hardware being added to the computer . See 
McLoone , above . 
[ 0484 ] Under this condition seeks are to be avoided but 
Good Hashes are to be used . 
[ 0485 ] Thus the Method will store only a Good Hash as it 
builds the DDS for the Reference File . 
[ 0486 ] The Method will then use the Good Hash as an 
" initial match ” . 
[ 0487 ] The methods will then either ( a ) continue to com 
pute more Good Hashes to see if there are more matches in 
the right order and at the right distances before committing 
to computing a seek , or ( b ) perform a seek in the Reference 
File ( depending on either a heuristic to determine which to 
use or a User Option ) . 
[ 0488 ] Once the Good Hash has been computed , the DDS 
is searched for a Good Hash matching value . If a match ( es ) 
is found , then the B - byte - block ( s ) corresponding to the 
matched Good Hash is brought in and the B - byte - block ( s ) 
is / are searched backwards and forwards for a Run . 
[ 0489 ] Those familiar with the art fully recognize that 
Runs may continue backwards and forwards for many 
B - byte - blocks . 

[ 0500 ] In the discussion in section [ 0476 ] XXXIII . ( 2 ) , 
above , we referred to " continue to compute more ( Rolling ) 
Hashes to see if there are more matches in the DDS in the 
right order and at the right distances before committing to a 
seek ” . This deserves further explication . 
[ 0501 ] Since using current 2009 technology — both 
seeks ( one can only do about 100 random seeks per second 
on the typical personal computer ) and Good Hashes are 
expensive , the Method attempts to minimize these costs in 
the time domain by using heuristics to minimize the use of 
seeks and the computation of Good Hashes . 
[ 0502 ] One technique used by the Method is to note that 
matches on the Rolling Hashes can appear in the right order 
and at the right distances . 
[ 0503 ] For instance , let us say that a Rolling Hash match 
can be found at position 0 in the Reference File ( this 
positional information is extracted from the DDS ) and 
position 1000 in the Current File . 
[ 0504 ] The Method could continue computing Rolling 
matches and then detect that there is a Rolling Hash match 
at positions 512 and 1512 in the Reference File ( this 
positional information is , again , extracted from the DDS ) 
and the Current File . 
[ 0505 ] Rolling Hash match may not be found at 1256 even 
though there is a Run that includes that position , because the 
DDS may be oversubscribed at that position . 
[ 0506 ] Having detected there are now two Rolling Hashes 
that match in the proper order and at the proper distance , the 
Method may then choose to compute one or more corre 
sponding Good Hashes . It could then use these Good Hashes 
to examine the DDS and determine if a seek should be 
performed . 
[ 0507 ] Note that the distances need not be exact because 
the Method may use binary differences to emit decorated 

XXXIII . ( 2 ) ( 3 ) Seeks are Cheap ; Good Hashes are 
Expensive 

[ 0490 ] Seeks can be made cheap by existent but as yet 
( 2009 ) impractically expensive technology , e.g. , Solid State 
Disk ( SSD ) . 
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[ 0516 ] Instead of calculating the Rolling Hashes “ on the 
fly ” , the Method could , equivalently , build a table of Rolling 
Hashes first , then search the DDS for each Rolling Hash in 
turn . 

packets . Thus the Method may use a heuristic that says that 
the matches may be at N - byte offsets plus some arbitrary 
heuristically set value . 
[ 0508 ) Thus , for example , the Method might decide that 
the second Rolling Hash at positions 514 and 1514 ( as 
opposed to 512 and 1512 ) are matches at “ in the right order 
and in the right positions " . 
( 0509 ] An obvious extension to this Method is to use three 
or more Rolling Hash matches “ in the right order and in the 
right positions ” to determine if a Good Hash is to be 
computed . 
[ 0510 ] In fact , if we have enough Rolling Hash matches at 
corresponding places in the data , we could skip the Good 
Hash generation and just read the data , as the probability of 
several Rolling Hash codes matching at the right places 
generating a False Positive might be small . With current 
technology this is unlikely to give much improvement 
because calculating a few Good Hashes takes much less time 
than one disk seek , but that may not be true in the future . 
[ 0511 ] Those familiar with the art understand that where 
Good Hashes are cheap that we could substitute Good 
Hashes for Rolling Hashes in the discussion , above . 

XXXIII . ( 4 ) Brief Overview 
[ 0512 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , where seeks are 
expensive and the computation of Good Hashes is expensive 
( ee [ 0484 ] [ 0476 ] XXXIII . ( 2 ) ( 1 ) , above ) the Reference File 
is logically broken up into NN n - byte - blocks . A subset of the 
NN n - byte - blocks ( whose count is DDSMHC ) is selected to 
fill a hash table . The hash table contains an array of the 
following data structure : 

Exhibit 15 

XXXIII . ( 5 ) Extended Reference File Ded Storage 
Overwrite Strategy ( ERFDSOS ) 

[ 0517 ] As we stated in the definition for Extended Refer 
ence File DED Storage Strategy ( ERFDSOS ) : Because the 
DDS is oversubscribed , as new Output Packets are gener 
ated and new n - byte blocks of data are logically appended to 
the Extended Reference File , a strategy needs to be used to 
determine when to overwrite older DEDs . As those familiar 
with the art will readily see , there are many strategies that 
can be used to determine when to replace older elements in 
the DDS with newer DEDs representing newly created 
Output Packets . 
[ 0518 ] There are many possible techniques for selecting 
which DEDs are to be inserted into the DDS . Perhaps the 
simplest is to select every SRth n - byte - block and then 
compute a DED for it and insert the DED into the DDS . 
[ 0519 ] Since the RAM memory allocated to DEDs is 
assumed to be a relatively precious resource , we do not wish 
to waste entries by not filling them . If the DDS is a hash 
table then the algorithm used in the last paragraph may not 
be optimal for multiple reasons . 
[ 0520 ] One reason is that if multiple DEDs all hash to the 
same value then a hash table entry or entries will remain 
vacant and useful information will be lost . Let us give a 
possibly unrealistic example . 
[ 0521 ] If the number of n - byte - blocks is 200 and the 
number of hash table entries is 10 , then this generates an SR 
value of 20. If the tenth and twentieth n - byte - block hash to , 
say , the third entry in the hash table then the hash table will 
have at least one slot that is empty . 
[ 0522 ] As anyone who is familiar with the art understands , 
there are numerous trivial ways to fix this . Perhaps the most 
trivial is to check the entry in the hash table and , if occupied , 
ignore this n - byte - block and use the next n - byte - block to 
compute a hash and fill an entry in the table . 
[ 0523 ] This algorithm does , though , show that there is an 
interesting complication . Consider a Reference File that is 
composed of nothing more than two identical sub - files ; each 
sub - file located at an n - byte boundary . Since a sub - objective 
of the Method is to detect commonality between a Reference 
File and a Current File , the question is : Which hash code and 
associated Reference File or Current File offset associated 
with an n - byte - block ( the first or a later one ) is to be entered 
into the DED ( e.g. hash table ) ? 
[ 0524 ] In our particular example , it doesn't matter because 
the two sub - files are identical . But if they are slightly 
different then it matters because this Method reduces redun 
dancy by substituting a pointer - to - an - offset - and - a - length in 
the Reference File for the actual contents of the stream of 
bytes in the Current file . 
[ 0525 ] This problem of collisions in the hash table can be 
eliminated , of course , by using something other than a hash 
table to store DEDs . By storing the hash codes in a , say , a 
red - black tree , multiple DEDs with the same hash code can 
be inserted and searched for in O ( log n ) time . 
[ 0526 ] Using a red - black tree eliminates many of the 
complications of multiple identical hash values being 
inserted but , clearly , any Database Mapping Engine could be 

unsigned LowerHashValue ; 
unsigned BlockNumber ; 

longlong GoodHash Value ; 

[ 0513 ] A B - byte - block of the Current File is read starting 
at byte offset 0 in the Current File . Whereas an n - byte - block 
is typically 256 bytes , a B - byte - block may be 256K bytes . A 
B - byte - block is supposed to contain many n - byte - blocks 
although , theoretically , a B - byte - block could be smaller or 
larger than an n - byte block . Since computer files are not , in 
general , an exact multiple of BN , there is a small chance that 
the last B - Byte - block will be smaller than an n - byte - block . 
In our example , the probability that a B - Byte - block will be 
smaller than an n - byte - block is 1 : 1000 . 
[ 0514 ] We define here that the Match Finding Result Map 
( MFRM ) : is a map containing one entry for each of the 
Rolling Hash matches that were found for a specific b - block , 
together with their respective ERF block numbers and Good 
Hashes . The Inventors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0515 ] The first n - bytes ( e.g. 256 bytes , bytes 0 through 
255 ) of the B - byte - block has a ( rolling ) hash code computed 
and this value is looked up in the DDS . If it is found in the 
DDS , then that fact and the associated Rolling Hash infor 
mation is stored in the MFRM . Then the next Rolling Hash 
code , for bytes 1 through 256 of the B - byte - block , is 
computed and looked up in the DDS and the appropriate data 
is stored in the MFRM . This continues until all of the 
Rolling Hashes in the b - byte block have been processed . 
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Extended Reference File DED Storage Strategy ( ERFDSS ) 
that is biased towards adding DEDs from the Current File . 
[ 0539 ] Indeed , one could modify the Preferred Embodi 
ment such that the DDS is cleared and the DDS is then 
populated using the Current File rather than the Reference 
File . 

to save 

used to ( 1 ) detect if a hash value exists ( the hash value is 
used as a key ) , or ( 2 ) fetch the data associated with the 
particular hash value . 
[ 0527 ] As those familiar with the art of Programming are 
familiar , generally there is no a priori optimal strategy for 
performing any operation . Generally , if there are several 
possible strategies , the implementers of a method will pick 
a default one and allow for one or more User Options to 
select which strategy to use . 
[ 0528 ] For instance , in a word processing program , a user 
option might be how often — measured in minutes 
a copy of the document being worked on . There is no a priori 
optimal answer and the user sets a User Option depending on 
the user's preferences . 
[ 0529 ] Thus the user might have a preference to have no 
DEDs substituted in the DDS as Output Packets are added 
to the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) . By selecting this 
option , the user may be indicating that she has a collection 
of Current Files to be added as Chapters that are variants of 
a base Reference File . 
[ 0530 ] Let us explain further what we mean by the pre 
vious paragraph . 
[ 0531 ] Consider a company that has purchased , say , ten 
identical computers with identical disk drives containing 
identical data on January 1 before any user even turns on any 
one of these ten computers . Clearly only a single machine 
needs to have a backup taken since on January 1 , all the 
backups would be identical because all the data on all ten 
disk drives would be identical . 
[ 0532 ] On January 2nd , ten users have received emails , 
installed some games , downloaded some pictures of each 
person's family , etc. In other words , the users have person 
alized their particular computer . 
[ 0533 ] Now consider the optimal strategy for creating ten 
new Chapters representing each of these ten machines . 
[ 0534 ] Under the conditions specified , above , it would not 
make sense to add DEDs to the DDS from new Output 
Packets because we wish to bias the DDS to have the DEDs 
from the base Reference File . The reason for this is that new 
Output Packets will have data from different users and it is 
extremely unlikely that the pictures of one user's family 
would be identical to pictures from another user's family . 
[ 0535 ] By replacing the DEDs under this situation , we 
would have fewer DEDs pointing to identical data and thus 
deduplication efficiency would be reduced . 
[ 0536 ] On the other hand , if instead of ten Current Files 
representing different users , we have ten current files rep 
resenting Image Backups of ten consecutive days of the 
same user , then we would want to bias the DDS to represent 
newer data so that newer data from more recent would be 
more likely to be deduplicated . 

XXXV . Iterating the Method ; Creating Multiple 
Chapters ( English ) 

[ 0540 ] An obvious extension of MO od that we shall 
claim is to use the Extended Reference File ( ERF ) created by 
this method to become one of the inputs to the next iteration . 
That is , for example , if on Tuesday there exists the Monday 
Reference File and the Tuesday Current File and on Tuesday 
evening a Tuesday ERF is created then on Wednesday we 
can use the Tuesday ERF as Wednesday's Reference File . 
On Wednesday night , therefore , the Wednesday ERF would 
contain sufficient information to recreate any or all of 
Monday's Reference File , Tuesday's Current File , Tues 
day's Reference File , Wednesday's Current File , and , of 
course , Wednesday's ERF . 
[ 0541 ] We define Chapter to mean the collection of data 
necessary to logically or physically recreate the state of the 
Repository at a point in time . Thus , for the example in the 
previous paragraph , there would be three Chapters . The 
decorated Monday Reference File represents the first Chap 
ter . The Tuesday ERF represents the second Chapter . The 
Wednesday ERF represents the Third Chapter 
[ 0542 ] This obvious extension has some non - obvious 
implications for how the Method is to be adjusted to increase 
the probability that duplicate data is found . Specifically , 
there are several strategies that might be used to increase the 
probability that duplicate data is found and thus reduce the 
size of the ERF . 
[ 0543 ] In the current implementation of the Preferred 
Embodiment , the implementation appends the data for each 
Chapter to the end of the previous Extended Reference File . 
When the next Chapter is to be created , the implementation 
reads the data added in the previous Chapter and adds the 
hash codes from that data to the DDS ( i.e. in the Preferred 
Embodiment , the hash table ) . By doing this , the data from all 
the Chapters has some probability of being in the DDS . 
[ 0544 ] Clearly , there are a variety of strategies that can be 
used to store and update the DDS . Those familiar with the 
art recognize that the DDS may be saved in a separate file . 
The DDS may be continue to be updated by using data from 
newer Chapters and biasing that toward the new DED's in 
the manners described in , for example , Section ( 3.5 ) . 
[ 0545 ] We teach that it may be better to reduce the 
probability of later data overwriting earlier data so that data 
from all chapters has more - or - less an equal probability of 
appearing in the DDS . 
( 0546 ] We refer the reader to Exhibit 10 for a sample 
structure of a File with five Chapters . While Exhibit 10 
refers to a File , this structure is trivially converted to a 
byte - oriented file . 

XXXIV . Intrafile Deduplication 
[ 0537 ] Nearly anyone familiar with computers is familiar 
with zip files . Zip compression will take a single file and 
compress the file and will , generally , produce a smaller 
output file than the input . As those who are familiar with the 
art are fully aware , there are innumerable compressors know 
with various speed and compression characteristics . Well 
known are ARC , LZW , ARJ , RAR as well as many others . 
[ 0538 ] Our Method can also perform intrafile compression 
for all chapters by making the initial Reference file a zero 
length file ( aside from the chapter packet ) and using an 

XXXVI . Example Cases 

XXXVI . ( 1 ) Worst Case 
[ 0547 ] As those familiar with the art of compression know , 
no compression technique is guaranteed to produce com 
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[ 0561 ] As can be seen immediately , half of the Current 
File ( with additional bytes for decorations ) will be written to 
the Extended Reference File . By definition , a B - byte - block 
is brought in and the only hash match is found , then the 
program implementing the Method could run backwards 
from the middle position and detect that from the beginning 
of the two files to the middle position and then to the end of 
the two files that the two files match completely . 
[ 0562 ] Indeed , it is possible for a variant of this Method to 
" unwrite ” the decorated first half and replace this with a 
decorated pointer and a length . 
[ 0563 ] This may be less than optimal under those circum 
stances where the Extended Reference File is being written 
to a WORM - like device . This will waste WORM memory . 
[ 0564 ] In the case where the data is being written to a 
WORM , writing data that may later be “ unwritten " may 
exceed the device's capacity . 

pression . Indeed , under worst - case conditions , every com 
pression technique is guaranteed to produce output that is 
larger than its inputs . 
[ 0548 ] Our Method is no exception and it is useful to 
understand this Method's limitations . 
[ 0549 ] The amount of compression that one is likely to get 
from our Method is , on average , dependent on the size of the 
DDS ; the larger the DDS the more likely it is that our 
Method will be able to detect and eliminate common data 
redundancy . 
[ 0550 ] Consider a DDS with zero entries . The Method will 
proceed , roughly , as follows : 
[ 0551 ] A pointless “ Reference File Analysis Phase ” would 
be done to build a non - existent DDS . As usual , the Refer 
ence File would be physically and / or logically copied to the 
Extended Reference File while digests are inserted into the 
DDS . Since the DDS has , by our example , no entries then 
the computation of digests is also pointless . 
[ 0552 ] Once the Reference File Analysis Phase is com 
plete the Method proceeds to the Current File Redundancy 
Elimination Phase ( CFREP ) in which the Method searches 
( via the non - existent DDS ) the Reference File for duplicate 
data . 
[ 0553 ] In the degenerate case of the Preferred Embodi 
ment , a B - byte - block is brought in from beginning ( byte 
position zero ) of the Current File . Digests are built for every 
n - byte block in the B - byte - block and the non - existent DDS 
is searched for matching hash codes . By definition , no hash 
codes will match and thus a decorated B - byte - block whose 
length is b - bytes plus the size of the decoration will be 
transmitted to the Extended Reference File . 
[ 0554 ] The computations of the paragraph immediately 
above will be repeated for each B - byte - block in the Current 
file . 
[ 0555 ) If the user did not use our Method but merely kept 
the Reference and Current files , the total number of bytes 
consumed would , obviously , be the sum of the file lengths of 
the Reference and Current Files . 
[ 0556 ] In this , our worst - case scenario , the number of 
bytes used will be the sum of the file lengths of the 
Reference and Current Files plus the number of bytes for the 
decoration of the Reference file plus the number of bytes for 
decorations of each B - byte - block of the Current File . 
[ 0557 ] Thus the number of bytes that would exceed the 
number of bytes used if the user did not use our Method will 
be the number of bytes for the decoration of the Reference 
file plus the number of bytes for decorations of each B - byte 
block of the Current File . 

XXXVI . ( 2 ) ( A ) Identical Files with DDS 
Containing One Entry and Using Multiple Passes 

Through the Current File 
[ 0565 ] Where compression is more important than time , 
the user of a program implementing this method might select 
a variant that has one or more additional passes over the 
Current File . 
[ 0566 ] In this variant , we modify the DED in Exhibit 16 

Exhibit 16 

unsigned LowerHashValue ; 
unsigned BlockNumberInReference File ; 

longlong GoodHash Value ; 
longlong BlockNumberInCurrentFile ; 

[ 0567 ] By adding the field BlockNumberinCurrentFile 
and filling in this value in a pass over the Current File , the 
Method can be modified to jump to the position specified in 
BlockNumberinCurrentFile and work backwards through 
the file looking for identical runs of data until a non - match 
is found . 
[ 0568 ] In the case of two identical files and a single entry 
in the DDS as described , above , it should be apparent that 
this modification would allow the Method to detect that the 
Reference and Current Files are identical and only require 
the addition of a few bytes to the end of the copied Reference 
File to indicate that fact . 
[ 0569 ] Thus this variant of the Method would be quite 
appropriate to minimize the unnecessary writing of identical 
data . 

XXXVI . ( 2 ) Other Examples 

XXXVII . Implementation as a Stand Alone 
Appliance 

XXXVI . ( 2 ) ( A ) Identical Files with DDS 
Containing One Entry and Only Using One Pass 

Through the Current File 
( 0558 ] The next example will show a claimed improve 
ment on the Method by using multiple passes through the 
Current file . 
[ 0559 ] In this example we assume that the DDS contains 
a single entry and that the entry represents a position in the 
middle of the identical Reference and Current Files . 
[ 0560 ] In this , a single - pass version of the Method , the 
process proceeds just as it does in the example explained in 
[ [ 0565 ] [ 0564 ] XXXVI . ( 1 ) Worst case ] up until the middle 
of the Current file . 

[ 0570 ] Instead of having the client computer use idle 
cycles to remove the redundancies as we have illustrated in 
our Method , it might be more efficacious to have a stand 
alone appliance perform the redundancy removal . That is , 
the client computer ( or , equivalently , the Appliance ) copies 
the contents of the client computer's Repository to the 
Appliance and then the Appliance performs the redundancy 
removal as well as additional functions to be described 
below . This variation of the Method has at least the follow 
ing advantages . 
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XXXVIII . ( 1 ) The Method Presented as File 
Systems 

[ 0571 ] The first obvious advantage is that the client com 
puter need not devote computer cycles to the task of remov 
ing the redundancies . As is apparent to those familiar with 
the art , copying the contents of the Repository to an Appli 
ance may well take less time than performing the Method on 
the client computer . 
[ 0572 ] The second non - obvious advantage is that the 
Appliance could transmit the Reference File as well as the 
Delta Files to an offsite location thus guaranteeing that the 
user can restore the user's data should a local disaster to the 
client computer happen . 
[ 0573 ] The third non - obvious advantage is that the Appli 
ance could be attached to a multiplicity of Client computers . 
A user selectable option could be to store only a single 
Reference File or a multiplicity of Reference Files depend 
ing on how closely the data among and between the com 
puters is similar . Of course , an obvious extension to this 
would be to allow the user of the Appliance to select which 
Client computers share the same Reference File . Another 
obvious extension is to allow the Appliance to select which 
of a multiplicity of Reference Files should be used to 
become the Reference File for a particular Client computer . 
These variations on the Method will also be claimed . 
[ 0574 ] The Appliance can also be programmed so that data 
in older Chapters cannot be modified . That is , the Appliance 
could become a variation of the Write Once Read Many 
( WORM ) drive . This , too , will be claimed . 
[ 0575 ] A fourth non - obvious advantage is that a separate 
appliance can have custom hardware to make the redun 
dancy elimination both faster and more secure . 
[ 0576 ] In terms of speed , it would make sense , for 
instance , to include custom hardware in the appliance to 
compute hash codes . 
[ 0577 ] In terms of security , it would be trivial to include 
custom code or custom hardware in the Appliances firmware 
that would force the Appliance into a mode in which areas 
of its repository are semi - permanently or permanently pre 
vented from being rewritten . This , too , will be claimed . 
[ 0578 ] As anyone who understands our Method should by 
now understand , there is no reason to ever rewrite areas of 
the Extended Reference File ; rather , all changes to the 
Extended Reference File can be made by appending to the 
end of the file . This makes it less likely that existing data will be corrupted by subsequent changes , especially if the firm 
ware or hardware can enforce this restriction , as mentioned 
in the previous paragraph . Thus our Method is ideal for 
archiving large numbers of versions of a Client Computer's 
Repository 
[ 0579 ] It is an obvious extension of the Method to encrypt 
the data stored in the Appliance . It is an obvious extension 
of the Method to encrypt the Reference ( or a copy of the 
Reference ) , Current , and Output Files whether or not they 
reside in an Appliance . 

[ 0582 ] As those familiar with art of file system drivers 
know , one can simulate a physical disk via software and 
present to the appropriate level of an operating system a 
simulation of that simulation so that a simulated file system 
becomes indistinguishable from a real physical device to 
upper levels of the operating system software . 
[ 0583 ] As those familiar with the art understand , a physi 
cal disk can contain several file systems . For instance , a 
physical disk can be partitioned into NTFS and FAT file 
systems . Because our Method can capture and later recreate 
an entire physical disk at several points in time , one can 
immediately see that several file systems can be restored at 
once . Similarly , operating systems like Windows can per 
form a so - called “ mounting of a file system ” operation for 
one or more partitions ( that is , file systems ) on a particular 
physical disk . Because a physical disk can be simulated in 
software , one can mount the one or more file systems using 
the simulation . Those familiar with the art know this as 
“ mounting a disk in a file ” or “ mounting a virtual disk . ” 
[ 0584 ] If one iterates the Method as we describe in [ 0556 ] 
XXXV , then our method can present each Chapter as a 
disk - in - a - file to which the operating system can then mount 
the various file systems . Those familiar with the art are 
familiar with the innumerable ways that such a collection of 
Chapters could be presented to a user in order for the user 
to select one or more Chapters for mounting as virtual disks . 
[ 0585 ] As those who understand the nature of the Method 
understand , in order for Chapters to be recreated success 
fully , the data that is in a Chapter must not be modified . If 
the data in the Reference File or the various Patch Files is 
accidentally or maliciously modified then there is a substan 
tial probability that all data in all Chapters will be corrupted . 
[ 0586 ] Thus stored Chapters are read - only . Nonetheless , a 
Chapter can be mounted as a collection of one or more File 
Systems in one of two ways : read - only or writeable . If 
mounted as read - only then the operating system will reject 
any attempt to write to the Chapter . 
[ 0587 ] Writeable Chapters can come in one of two vari 
ants . The first variant allows all writes and any new data 
creates a new Chapter . The second variant allows any new 
data to be written but all new data is discarded . 

XXXVIII . ( 2 ) The Appliance as a File System 

XXXVIII . Implementation as a File System 
[ 0580 ] Because the Method may capture the state of a 
Repository at one or more points in time , it should be 
obvious to those familiar with the art that an Appliance or , 
equivalently , a so - called device driver can present the col 
lection of Reference and Patch Files as a File System such 
as FAT or NTFS . 
[ 0581 ] There are variations on this extension to the 
Method . 

[ 0588 ] If one connects Apple's iPodTM to a WindowsTM 
computer , those familiar with the art will see the iPod 
presented to the Windows operating system as a file system . 
[ 0589 ) Similarly , we teach that it would simple for those 
familiar with the art to use a similar interface to present the 
Appliance as if the various Chapters were separate File 
Systems . 
[ 0590 ] As anyone familiar with the art should readily 
understand , there are a multitude of possible user interfaces 
that would allow a user to select one or more Chapters . 
[ 0591 ] One simple user interface would be nothing more 
than an up - and - down button as well as an alphanumeric 
display allowing the user to select an existing Chapter . 
[ 0592 ] Another possibility is for there to be a command 
channel controlled by the user's computer or other device 
external to the Appliance that would allow the user to set a 
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wealth of options in the Appliance . One of those options 
could be which Chapter to present to the user's computer as 
the mountable virtual disk . 

XXXIX Simplified Description of the Method as 
Implemented and Illustrated in the Preferred 

Embodiment 
[ 0593 ] ( 1 ) The Reference File is logically broken up into 
n - byte ( e.g. 256 - byte ) sections . If the Reference File is a 
megabyte ( 1,048,576 bytes ) then there will be 4096 256 
byte sections . That is , in this case , NN would be 4096 . 
[ 0594 ] ( 2 ) The number of entries that can be stored in the 
DDS is computed and the number of n - byte blocks is 
computed . Then the Subscription Ratio ( SR ) can be com 
puted which is roughly the number of n - byte sections ( NN ) 
divided by the number of slots available in an empty DDS . 
[ 0595 ] ( 3 ) DDS population : There are various strategies to 
populate the DDS . All the strategies will fill ( or mostly fill ) 
the DDS and have in common the fact that there are more 
hash keys and values to insert ( NN ) than there is room in the 
DDS ( DDSMHC ) . On average , once every SR n - byte sec 
tions , the Database Mapping Engine inserts a computation 
ally expensive CRC64 as well as a computationally inex 
pensive Rolling Hash into the DDS . 
[ 0596 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , when a Chapter is 
closed , the DDS is stored in a separate file . This file can be 
read in order to load the DDS for the new Chapter being 
created . 
[ 0597 ] ( 3.1 ) In the Preferred Embodiment in which there 
is no Good Hash computing specialized hardware , the 
Database Mapping Engine is implemented as a hash table . 
The fields of the hash table comprise a Rolling Hash as well 
as a Good Hash . The values associated with the keys are as 
described in [ 0526 ] XXXIII . ( 4 ) . 
[ 0598 ] ( 3.2 ) As implemented in the Preferred Embodi 
ment , SR is set to 1 so that the CRC64 and the Rolling Hash 
are computed for each n - byte block . In our example , 4096 
entries are inserted into the hash table . If the slot in the hash 
table is occupied , it is overwritten thus biasing the hash table 
to contain later entries . This is just one of many strategies to 
populate the DDS with a subset of the available hash codes . 
[ 0599 ] ( 3.3 ) Another example of a possible strategy to 
populate the DDS would be to insert every SRth entry into 
the DDS . 
[ 0600 ] ( 3.4 ) Another example of a possible strategy to 
populate the DDS would be to use a random number 
generator to select on average an insertion once every SRth 
entry . 
[ 0601 ] ( 3.5 ) Another example of a possible strategy to 
populate the DDS would be to use a random number 
generator to select on average an insertion once every 
( SR - x ) th entry where x is some " biasing value ” so that the 
DDS is biased towards entries at the beginning , middle , or 
end ; perhaps depending on a User Option . 
[ 0602 ] ( 3.6 ) Should the computer in question have spe 
cialized hardware to rapidly compute Good Hashes , it then 
becomes unnecessary for the Method to compute and / or 
store the Rolling Hash into the DDS since the Good Hash 
can be used anywhere in this method that a Rolling Hash can 
be used . In effect , the Rolling Hash is a computational proxy 
for a Good Hash but because of a Rolling Hash's poor 
statistical properties , the Method will compute a Good Hash 
when appropriate as described , below . 

[ 0603 ] ( 4 ) Having populated the DDS using the Extended 
Reference File , the Preferred Embodiment then proceeds to 
the next phase and begins reading in the Current File in 
chunks of BN bytes . BN need not be fixed nor do the blocks 
have to be read in sequential order although this is the most 
natural choice . 

[ 0604 ] ( 4.1 ) Where the computation of the Good Hash is 
computationally expensive and / or no specialized hardware 
to compute a Good Hash is available : 
[ 0605 ] ( 4.2.1 ) The Preferred Embodiment will compute a 
Rolling Hash of length N - byte ( e.g. 256 bytes ) for all 
BN - N - Byte + 1 ( e.g. 256K - 256 + 1 == 261889 ) overlapping 
blocks in the B - block . 

[ 0606 ] ( 4.3.2 ) If the Rolling Hash matches any Rolling 
hash in the DDS then a the Preferred Embodiment will select 
one of several strategies — typically via a User Option — to 
determine if a ( computationally expensive ) Good Hash is to 
be computed . 
[ 0607 ] ( 4.4.2.1 ) The simplest strategy is to simply com 
pute a Good Hash once any Rolling Hash matches . 
[ 0608 ] ( 4.5.2.2 ) Because Good Hashes may be very com 
putationally expensive , an alternate and clever alternative is 
to continue computing Rolling Hashes further into the 
Current File . If two or more Rolling Hash matches are found 
in the right sequence and at the right distances to correspond 
to a run of blocks in the Reference File , then a Good Hash 
is computed for one or more of the corresponding Rolling 
Hashes . 

[ 0609 ] ( 4.6.3 ) Once the Good Hash ( es ) has / have been 
computed , an attempt is made to find the Good Hash ( es ) in 
the DDS in the following manner . We know that there is a 
Rolling Hash match . The Good Hash computed for the 
Current file is compared to the Good Hash in the DED 
corresponding to the Rolling Hash . 
[ 0610 ] ( 5 ) If the Good Hashes match then a block of data 
is fetched from the Reference File . In the Preferred Embodi 
ment , this block is of size N but virtually any size block 
would be usable as long as the block contained the n - byte 
block of the corresponding Good Hash . 
[ 0611 ] ( 6 ) Having brought in the Reference File block , the 
Method now searches backwards and forwards for matching 
byte patterns by performing an Expanding - The - Run opera 
tion . An Expanding - The - Run operation may require addi 
tional 1/0 operations in order to compare bytes in the 
Extended Reference File and the Current File . We teach that 
the matching patterns do not have to be exact . Those familiar 
with the art are fully familiar with so - called binary - differ 
ence algorithms that can emit difference data for two binary 
patterns that are similar . See Section [ 0348 ] XXI . In the 
Preferred Embodiment , the program stops at the first mis 
matching byte in each direction of search . 
[ 0612 ] ( 7 ) Having detected a Expanded Run , the informa 
tion regarding the run - and thus the data duplication elimi 
nation information is emitted to the Extended Reference 
File as a Matching Data Packet . At a User Option , the 
Method and the corresponding implementation may adjust 
previous entries in the Extended Reference File to indicate 
that previously stored unique data is now part of a Run . 
[ 0613 ] ( 8 ) If no Run is found , the decorated unique data is 
emitted to the Output File as a Literal Data Packet ( LDP ) . 
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XL . Analyze and Potentially Modify the Extended 
Reference File to Remove Internal Redundancy 

[ 0614 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the base Reference 
File is analyzed to remove internal redundancies . In a 
previous implementation of the Preferred Embodiment the 
Reference File was not analyzed to remove the non - local 
redundancies . As is obvious to anyone familiar with the art , 
whether or not the base Reference File is scanned for 
redundancies could easily be made into a User Option . 

[ 0627 ] Conceptually ( but not in actuality ) , in the Preferred 
Embodiment , at each byte of the Current File , a hash code 
is computed for the n - byte - block starting at said byte . 
[ 0628 ] That is , for instance , if N - bytes is 512 then at byte 
position 100 in the Current File , a hash code for bytes 100 
through 611 would be computed and the hash code so 
developed would be the key by which the DDS would be 
searched for a matching hash value . 
[ 0629 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the size of N - bytes is 
fixed and thus no special handing for variable length blocks 
would be needed . XLI . Adding the Data from the Current File ( I.E. 

Chapter ) to the DDS During an Analysis 
[ 0615 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , the DDS of the 
Extended Reference File is kept in RAM until it is written 
out after the analysis of the Current File . In the Preferred 
Embodiment , the DDS is stored in a separate file . Equiva 
lently , the DDS may be stored as part of the Extended 
Reference File . 

XLII.4 Creating the 
Variable - Length - N - Byte - Block - Length - Table 

( VLNBBLT ) 
[ 0630 ] In the variant where N - bytes might be variable 
length , the Current File Redundancy Elimination Phase 
( CFREP ) would need to know all the possible values of 
N - bytes . 
[ 0631 ] On way to do this is to keep a table of the unique 
values of N - bytes as the DDS is being developed . In our 
example above , such a table would have two entries : 512 
and 8K . We call this table the variable - length - n - byte - block 
length - table ( VLNBBLT ) . 
[ 0632 ] Another way to create the VLNBBLT is to scan the 
DDS for all possible unique values of N - bytes . 

XLII Using Variable Length N - Byte - Blocks 

XLII.1 Overview 
[ 0616 ] In this entire specification we have assumed that 
n - byte - blocks all have the same size , namely , N - bytes . This 
need not be the case . 
[ 0617 ] As those familiar with the art will readily under 
stand , each block of data for which a DED is created need 
not be the same length . 
[ 0618 ] The motivation for having variable - length - n - byte 
blocks ( VLNBBs ) might be , for instance , that the user 
knows that the data at the beginning of a Current File has 
many small duplicate blocks that would not be detected with 
a large N - byte value but that the data at the end of the 
Current File has long Runs . 
[ 0619 ] Thus the user could set a User Option that would 
[ 0620 ] 1. set the size of N - bytes from 512 bytes at the 
beginning of the Reference File Analysis Phase ( RFAP ) as 
the Extended Reference File is processed , and then 
[ 0621 ] 2. set the size of N - bytes to 8K when , say , half the 
Extended Reference File has is processed . 
[ 0622 ] As should be obvious to those familiar with the art , 
fixed length n - byte - blocks are a special case of variable 
length n - byte - blocks 

XLII.5 Using the 
Variable - Length - N - Byte - Block - Length - Table 

( VLNBBLT ) 
[ 0633 ] For the purposes of this discussion , let us assume 
that only two unique values of N - Bytes are in use . 
[ 0634 ] Thus at byte position 100 in the Current File , two 
hash code values would be developed : 
[ 0635 ] 1. A hash code for the 512 - byte block of bytes 100 
through 611 , and 
[ 0636 ] 2. A hash code for the 8 k block of bytes 100 
through 8291 
[ 0637 ] Each of these two hash codes would be used as a 
key to search the DDS . If one of more hash code matches 
were found then the Method would proceed identically to 
the process described many times , above ( e.g. section [ 0431 ] 
XXX ) , in which the block of data pointed to in the DED is 
compared to the block of data in the Current File and if there 
is a match then an Expanding - The - Run operation is per 
formed , etc. 

XLIII Using High Performance Caches by Using a 
DED Access Accelerator 

XLII.2 Creating Variable Length N - Byte - Blocks in 
the Reference File Analysis Phase ( RFAP ) 

[ 0623 ] Having VLNBBs adds a bit of complication . 
Somehow the length of the block would have to be stored in 
the DED or the DDS . 
[ 0624 ] For instance , one possible strategy might be to 
have two DDS's . One DDS would have DEDs that have 
N - bytes equal to 512 while the other has N - bytes equal to 
8K . 
[ 0625 ] In the alternative , one could implement a DDS in 
which every DED has the associated “ n - byte - block length ” 
as a field . 

[ 0638 ] As those familiar with the art know , locality of 
reference can make software run dramatically faster on 
certain kinds of hardware . 
[ 0639 ] As we have taught in [ 023 ] X , access to disk 
memory can be a million times slower than access to RAM . 
Similarly , access to the RAM Memory Hardware Cache 
( RMHC ) ( e.g. the L2 cache ) can be many times faster than 
access to RAM . Thus , if data that is often and repeatedly 
accessed can be kept in the RMHC then the Method can be 
made to run faster . 
[ 0640 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , if the ERF and the 
Current File share little duplicate data then roughly one 
Rolling Hash is computed for each byte of the Current File . 
For each Rolling Hash computed , the DDS is searched for 

XLII.3 Handling VLNBBs During the Current File 
Redundancy Elimination Phase ( CFREP ) 

[ 0626 ] Using variable length n - byte - blocks also creates 
additional complexity to the CFREP , 
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a DED with a matching hash value . In one implementation 
of the Preferred Embodiment , this is accomplished by com 
prising the following steps 
[ 0641 ] 1. Convert the Rolling Hash value to a hash index 
by using the bottom 21 bits of the hash value as the hash 
index ( thus producing an index value between 0 and 2,097 , 
151 ) . 
[ 0642 ] 2. Using the hash index to point into the hash table 
of DEDs . 
( 0643 ] 3. Comparing the Rolling Hash calculated from the 
Current File for equality with the Rolling Hash field stored 
in the DED pointed to in the previous step . 
[ 0644 ] Analysis of the implementation of the Preferred 
Embodiment shows that a large fraction of the execution 
time of the program is spent in the hash table lookup as 
described in the previous paragraph . 
[ 0645 ] It is well known to those conversant with the art 
that hash coded accesses to memory exhibit very poor 
locality of reference . That is , it is in the nature of hash codes 
that given random data to hash that the hash index derived 
from the hash code will be , effectively , a random number . 
[ 0646 ] For a Current File that has few matches in the ERF , 
this results in an effectively random memory access for 
nearly every byte in the Current File . 
[ 0647 ] Assuming that the Current File is billions of bytes 
long , then in the implementation of the Preferred Embodi 
ment , experiment shows that this approach causes the per 
formance of the implementation to be limited by the time 
taken by these billions of random accesses to main memory , 
which prevents efficient use of processor resources . 
[ 0648 ] We would expect to see a dramatic improvement in 
performance of the Preferred Embodiment if the entire DDS 
could be stored in , say , the L2 cache . But the DDS is , 
generally , many times larger than the L2 cache on modern 
( 2009 ) workstation computers . 
[ 0649 ] The Inventors have devised a method by which 
many of these random accesses to RAM can be avoided by , 
instead , accessing the data in the much faster RAM Memory 
Hardware Cache ( RMHC ) by creating and using a data 
structure which we call a DED Access Accelerator ( DAA ) . 
[ 0650 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , what the Inventors 
did is to create a one - byte Proxy for each DED in the DDS . 
This array of Proxies is the DAA . 
[ 0651 ] In the preferred embodiment , the one - byte Proxy is 
the low order byte of the Rolling Hash stored in the DED . 
It could , of course , be some other collection of bits of the 
Rolling Hash but a single byte is convenient . A nybble ( 4 
bits ) is another obvious size for a Proxy . 
[ 0652 ] Whenever the main hash table ( DDS ) is loaded into 
memory or is updated in the course of operation of the 
Method , this DAA is populated with the one - byte Proxy of 
the Rolling Hash stored in the corresponding entries in the 
DDS . If the Proxy in the DAA entry does not match the 
corresponding Proxy of the Rolling Hash calculated for a 
particular position in the b - byte block , it is not necessary to 
access the corresponding DDS entry , as the whole Rolling 
Hash cannot match if the Proxy for the Rolling Hash does 
not match . 
[ 0653 ] The DAA and the DDS must be kept in sync . Thus , 
when the DDS is updated , the DAA is updated as well . 
[ 0654 ] The performance gain comes from the fact that so 
long as the DM is small enough to fit in the RMHC , ( e.g. the 
L2 cache used by many modern processors to hold recently 
used portions of memory ) , accessing the DAA is many times 

as fast as accessing random locations in main memory . We 
can predict that most of the DAA will remain in the L2 cache 
because entries in the DM are being accessed far more 
frequently than any other data in the inner loop of the 
program . 
[ 0655 ] As those familiar with the art will realize , and 
assuming that the DAA cannot explicitly be locked into the 
RMHC , such an approach will work optimally only if there 
is ( at least ) one entry in the DAA for each entry in the DDS ; 
if that relationship does not obtain , then the DDS will have 
to be accessed for those DDS entries that do not have an DM 
entry , thus negating the effectiveness of this Method to avoid 
such accesses . This limitation arises from the fact that 
frequent accesses to entries in the DDS will cause the 
memory locations representing those DDS entries to replace 
DAA entries in the RMHC . 
[ 0656 ] However , this requirement imposes a limitation on 
the size of the DDS . For example , if each Proxy in the DM 
is one byte of the corresponding DDS Rolling Hash entry , 
then the number of DDS entries cannot exceed the number 
of bytes in the RMHC ( e.g. L2 cache , typically 1-4 MB in 
circa 2009 commodity computers ) . If DAA entries are 
smaller than one byte , then this limitation can be relaxed 
correspondingly , but in order to have a reasonable reduction 
in random accesses to main memory RAM , the subset of the 
Rolling Hash stored in the DM must be at least a few bits . 
With a one - byte DM entry , on the average only 1 in 256 
DDS entries must be accessed ( because the one byte subset 
of the Rolling Hash in the DAA will have a “ false match ” to 
the corresponding Proxy in the calculated Rolling Hash with 
that frequency , on average ) . With a 4 - bit DAA Proxy , 1 in 16 
DDS entries will need to be accessed , and of course with a 
1 - bit DM Proxy , 1 in 2 - DDS entries will need to be accessed , 
eliminating most of the performance gain from this method . 
[ 0657 ] The applicability of this way of improving perfor 
mance thus depends to a large extent on the fact that there 
are not too many DDS entries for a corresponding DAA 
( with reasonably sized entries ) to fit in the RMHC . 
[ 0658 ] In the Preferred Embodiment , to use this approach 
we limit the number of entries in the DDS to 2,048,576 and 
set the DAA entry size to one byte , so that the whole DAA 
occupies that same number of bytes , most of which will 
reside in the L2 cache on computer with at least 2 MB of 
L2 cache . With a 2048 byte n - byte block , a 256K b - byte 
block , and an oversubscription ratio of 50-1 , this provides 
good deduplication performance for files of sizes up to 
approximately 200 GB . 
[ 0659 ] It is worth noting that the performance implications 
of random access to RAM are not trivial ; in the Preferred 
Embodiment , the observed increase in overall throughput is 
up to 50 % for 32 - bit code and approximately 150 % for 
64 - bit code . The Inventors have occasionally observed per 
formance throughput increases of over 200 % compared to 
the Method not using the DM . 
[ 0660 ] However , deduplication approaches that do not use 
oversubscription cannot use this approach fruitfully because 
they cannot limit the number of entries in the DDS to nearly 
the extent that the Method can . For instance , with the same 
parameters as above but a subscription ratio of 1-1 rather 
than 50-1 , a deduplication implementation would be limited 
to a 4 GB file rather than a 200 GB file , which would greatly 
limit its applicability in commerce . So in the real world , it 
is not possible to achieve the performance gains that this 
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Name Length Description 
Good Hash 
Rolling Hash 
Block Number 

8 bytes 
4 bytes 
4 bytes 

Hash code with good statistical properties 
Hash code that is easy to computer 
Block number in ERF to which this entry 
refers 

[ 0679 ] If we have 2A21 ( approximately 2 million ) entries 
in this hash table , and each entry occupies 16 bytes , then the 
total storage required for the table is approximately 32 
Megabytes , which is considerably larger than the L2 cache 
in most commodity workstation computers circa 2009. Thus , 
the poor locality of reference of hash accesses will cause 
many references to main memory with the associated per 
formance degradation . 
[ 0680 ] DAA mitigates this problem by taking a subset of 
the index ( one byte of the Rolling Hash value , in this case ) , 
the Proxy , and copying it to an array that will fit in the L2 
cache , here assumed to be at least 2 MB in size . 
[ 0681 ] See Diagram 1. All of the values are in hexadeci 
mal for convenience in showing byte boundaries : 

optimization confers without using oversubscription as 
claimed in the Inventors ' Method . 
[ 0661 ] As those who are familiar with the Art can see , this 
technique is not limited to data deduplication but to any time 
that a database ( e.g. table ) needs to be searched for a 
matching value and in which the array of Proxies for the 
elements in the database can fit into a RAM cache ( e.g. L2 
cache ) . 
[ 0662 ] Let us give a contrived example of how this could 
be used in an environment that is not a data deduplication 
environment . 
[ 0663 ] Let us say that we have a customer database of 
500,000 customers in which the fields comprise 
[ 0664 ] 1. Social Security Number 
[ 0665 ] 2. Customer Name 
[ 0666 ] 3. Customer Name Hash 
[ 0667 ] 4. Address 
[ 0668 ] Thus the DED comprises the fields , above . 
[ 0669 ] The DDS is the collection of DEDs and is imple 
mented as a hash table . The hash table is indexed by 
converting the Customer Name Hash into a Hash Index . 
Further assume that there are no hash table collisions in the 
DDS which can store up to 2 million entries . It is feasible to 
assume this lack of collisions as an approximation , since 
there is an undersubscription of 4 : 1 . 
[ 0670 ] From the Customer Name hash , we extract a one 
byte Proxy and store this proxy into the DAA at the Hash 
Index position . 
[ 0671 ] And let us say that we also have a list of a billion 
customer names and wish to determine which of these 
billion names exist in this database of 500,000 customers . 
[ 0672 ] For each of the billion customer names , a customer 
name hash is developed . From the customer name hash , a 
hash index is developed . From the customer name hash , a 
Proxy is developed . 
[ 0673 ] The DAA which , presumably , is now in the RAM 
Memory Hardware Cache ( RMHC ) , e.g. , the L2 cache , is 
indexed via the Hash Index . The Proxy at the Hash Index 
position in the DAA is fetched and compared to the Proxy 
developed from the name in the list of a billion names . If the 
two proxies do not match then the name does not exist in the 
DDS of 500,000 customers . 
[ 0674 ] It the proxies do match , then the implementer could 
compare Customer Name Hashes or go directly to compar 
ing customer names by a string compare as the implementor 

XLIV Improvement in the Storage of Hash Codes 
into a Hash Table 

[ 0682 ] We now teach a Method for improving the storage 
of hashes into a hash table . Those familiar with the art will 
understand that the values in the example , below , are illus 
trative rather than specific . 
[ 0683 ] For the method to work , the hash table must have 
a number of entries that is a power of 2 ; for example , 2 ** 24 
( = 16777216 ) entries . Clearly , the hash table might have , say 
16777219 entries , but then three of the entries would be 
unneeded by the Method we teach . 
[ 0684 ] By using some arbitrary - but - consistent 24 bits of 
the hash code as the index into the hash table and then 
storing the rest of the hash code in the hash table , those 24 
bits need not be stored , thus saving nearly half the 64 bits of 
the hash code . 
[ 0685 ] For instance , if the hash code is 64 bits , and the 
hash table is 2 ** 24 in size , then we can recover 24 bits of 
the hash code by simply noting the hash's position in the 
hash table . 
[ 0686 ] As a practical matter in order to maintain alignment 
in RAM , what would likely be done is that 32 bits of the 
hash code would be stored in one of the 2 ** 24 positions and 
the remaining 8 bits of hash code would be thrown away . 
[ 0687 ] Obviously , when comparing hash codes , only 56 
bits of the hash code would be compared if only 56 bits 
could be recovered from the hash table . 

sees fit . 

Preferred Embodiment ( Best Mode ) 
Source Code and Explanation 

[ 0675 ] By keeping the DAA in the RMHC significant 
performance gains can be achieved . 
[ 0676 ] Certain RMHC implementations respond to soft 
ware commands to keep certain data semi - permanently 
locked in the RMHC . Thus , in one implementation of the 
Method , one could use such software commands to semi 
permanently lock the DAA into an RMHC implemented as 
an L2 cache . 
[ 0677 ] We now explain Diagram 1 . 
[ 0678 ] When a hash table is large , frequent random 
accesses to it can cause significant performance degradation 
due to the lack of locality of reference . To mitigate this 
problem , it is possible to use a DAA . Here is a diagram of 
how this could work , assuming we have a hash table 
composed of entries each with the following content , and 
which are indexed by the Rolling Hash value : 

XLV . Overview of the Purpose of the Source Code 
[ 0688 ] In this section of the specification , the Inventors 
will teach several optimizations as implemented in the 
Preferred Embodiment . These optimizations are commented 
in the source code listings that can be found on the compact 
disc submitted to the USPTO and we include this material as 
an incorporation - by - reference . 
[ 0689 ] The source code listings are code fragments 
extracted from a working implementation of the Method . 
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[ 0690 ] It is standard C ++ and compiles and executes 
successfully using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 . 
[ 0691 ] The source code will not compile successfully ; but 
is , instead , to be used to understand how the Method works 
as implemented in the Preferred Embodiment . 

XLVI . Definitions Needed to Understand the 
Source Code 

[ 0692 ] Theoretical Starting Block Number ( TSBN ) : is the 
block number in the ERF that the beginning of this b - block 
would match to , if we had a perfect match from this point 
back to the beginning of the b - block . The TSBN is used in 
the implementation of the algorithm described in the section 
entitled “ Hash Codes in the right order and at the right 
distances ” . The Inventors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0693 ] Sequential Block Map ( SBM ) : is the data structure 
used to keep track of the Theoretical Starting Block Num 
bers ( TSBNs ) and associated data ( “ strength ” of the entry , 
starting and ending positions in the b - byte block ) for a 
b - byte - block . The Inventors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0694 ] Match Finding Result Map ( MFRM ) : is a map 
containing one entry for each of the Rolling Hash matches 
that were found for a specific b - block , together with their 
respective ERF block numbers and Good Hashes . The 
Inventors have coined this phrase . 
[ 0695 ] Access Vector : is an object type that acts like a 
normal C ++ vector , except that it doesn't allocate memory . 
Its purpose is to allow one to use the [ ] notation to access 
a contiguous subset of elements of a pre - existing array or 
vector as though it were a vector in itself . The Inventors hav 
coined this phrase but the concept is well understood by 
those familiar with the art . 

[ 0706 ] f . It then calculates a Theoretical Starting Block 
Number ( TSBN ) for this location in the b - byte - block . 
[ 0707 ] g . Then it looks in the Sequential Block Map 
( SBM ) to see if there is an entry in that Map corresponding 
to this TSBN . 
[ 0708 ] h . If not , it creates such an entry , containing the 
TSBN , an initial “ strength ” of 0 , and the current value of “ i ” 
as both starting and ending offset values . 
[ 0709 ] i . If there already is such an entry , the code incre 
ments the “ strength " of this SBM entry and updates its 
ending location to the current value of “ I ” . 
[ 0710 ) j . Then the function adds an entry to the Match 
Finding Result Map , which is an associative array keyed by 
the value “ 1 ” . Each entry in this map contains the ERF 
n - block number and the Good Hash that was retrieved from 
the DED for position “ I ” in the b - byte - block . 
[ 0711 ] k . Finally , the Rolling Hash is updated to the 
Rolling Hash value corresponding to the overlapping n - byte 
block ( that is , the n - byte block starting with the next value 
of “ i ” ) . 
[ 0712 ] 3. Use the SBM to remove unnecessary and / or 
inefficient short 
[ 0713 ] Runs . 
[ 0714 ] 4. Return the MFRM to the calling function . 
[ 0715 ] C. The function FindMatchingSegments AndAd 
dThem To Archive continues by calling a function called 
ProcessPossible Matches . This function executes the follow 
ing algorithm : for each overlapping n - byte block in the 
current b - byte block : 
[ 0716 ] 1. For each element in the b - byte block that can 
start an overlapping n - byte block , the function sets the value 
“ 1 ” to the location in the b - byte block where such a n - byte 
block begins . 
[ 0717 ] 2. For each such value of “ i ” : 
[ 0718 ] a . See if we have a Run of zeroes . If so , process it 
and continue . 
[ 0719 ] b . Otherwise , look in the MFRM to see if we have 
an entry for this value of “ ” . 
[ 0720 ] c . If so , then calculate a Good Hash for the n - byte 
block at position “ i ” in the b - byte block . 
[ 0721 ] d . If this matches the Good Hash found in the 
MFRM entry , then call a function called MatchOnly What 
WeNeedTo . This function reads data from the ERF and 
Extends the Run as far as possible in both directions in the 
ERF and returns the starting and ending positions of that 
Run , or an indication of a “ false match ” if no Run is found . 
[ 0722 ] e . If the return value from MatchOnly What W 
eNeed To indicates that we have found a Run , we call 
ProcessUsableMatches to emit a Matching Packet corre 
sponding to that Extended Run . 
[ 0723 ] f . Finally , after control returns from ProcessUs 
able Match , ProcessPossibleMatches adjusts the value of “ I ” 
to skip over the segment of the b - byte block that has been 
accounted for by ProcessUsableMatch . 

XLVII . Commented Source Code 

[ 0696 ] The flow of the Preferred Embodiment when add 
ing a Current File to the ERF ( and ignoring edge cases and 
some optimizations for simplicity ) is as follows : 
[ 0697 ] A. The main program calls a function named 
FindMatchingSegments AndAddThem To Archive 
[ 0698 ] B. This function reads in each b - byte - block from 
the Current File , then calls a function named FindAll 
MatchesinProcessingBlock . This function executes the fol 
lowing algorithm : 
[ 0699 ] 1. For each element in the b - byte block that can 
start an overlapping n - byte block , the function sets the value 
“ 1 ” to the location in the b - byte block where such a n - byte 
block begins . 
[ 0700 ] 2. For each such value of “ i ” : 
[ 0701 ] a . This function examines the overlapping n - byte 
blocks in the b - byte block , one at a time , and calculates a 
Rolling Hash for each such block . 
[ 0702 ] b . It then calculates the index that the Rolling Hash 
corresponds to in the DAA and the DED . 
[ 0703 ] c . It then checks that entry in the DAA to see if the 
Proxy for the Rolling Hash it has just calculated matches the 
Proxy for the corresponding DED entry . If not , then it 
concludes that it does not have to access the DED , so it skips 
all the steps up to but not including the Rolling Hash update . 
[ 0704 ] d . If the Proxies do match , it then retrieves the DED 
entry that has that index . 
[ 0705 ] e . If that entry has been initialized with an ERF 
block number and Good Hash , it retrieves those values from 

XLVII.1 
FindMatchingSegmentsAndAddThem ToArchive 

[ 0724 ] Referenced , below , we find the relevant section of 
the function that finds matching Runs of data and adds them 
to the ERF ( e.g. the “ Archive ” ) . 
[ 0725 ] This listing can be found on the compact disc 
submitted to the USPTO and we include this material as an 
incorporation - by - reference : that entry . 
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Exhibit 17 Exhibit 19 

File : 
Creation date : 
Size : 

FindMatchingSegmentsAndAddThemTo Archive.txt 
Jun . 8 , 2009 
2017 

File : 
Creation date : 

Size : 

MatchOnly WhatWeNeedTo.txt 
Jun . 8 , 2009 
3780 

XLVII.2 FindAllMatchesin ProcessingBlock 
[ 0726 ] Referenced , below , is the relevant section of the 
function that finds Rolling Hash matches in the Current File 
b - byte buffer : 
[ 0727 ] This listing can be found on the compact disc 
submitted to the USPTO and we include this material as an 
incorporation - by - reference : 

Exhibit 18 

File : 
Creation date : 
Size : 

FindAllMatches In ProcessingBlock.txt 
Jun . 8 , 2009 
4833 

XLVII.3 ProcessPossible Matches ( ) 
[ 0728 ] Referenced , below , is the code for the function that 
determines which Rolling Hash matches should be looked 
up in the ERF . Note that the return value from this function 
is not currently used . 
[ 0729 ] This listing can be found on the compact disc 
submitted to the USPTO and we include this material as an 
incorporation - by - reference : 

[ 0732 ] Although this invention has been described with 
respect to specific embodiments , it is not intended to be 
limited thereto , and various modifications which will 
become apparent to the person of ordinary skill in the art are 
intended to fall within the spirit and scope of the invention 
as described herein , taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawing and the appended claims . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A method of reducing redundancy between two or more 

data sets comprising : 
generating a plurality of first hash codes for a plurality of 

data blocks associated with one or more reference files , 
wherein the first hash codes are generated with a first 
hash algorithm executing in one or more computer 
processors ; 

storing one or more of the plurality of first hash codes in 
one or more hash entries in a hash table ; 

using the first hash algorithm to compute at least a first 
hash code for a current data block associated with a 
current file ; 

comparing the first hash code associated with the current 
data block with the one or more first hash codes stored 
in the one or more hash entries in the hash table ; 

when the first hash code of the current data block matches 
at least one of the first hash codes in the one or more 
hash entries in the hash table , generating a second hash 
code for the current data block , wherein the second 
hash code is generated with a second hash algorithm 
that is computationally more expensive than the first 
hash algorithm ; and 

when the second hash code for the current data block 
matches a second hash code associated with the first 
hash entry , comparing the data in at least one of 
preceding and succeeding data blocks of the current 
and reference files to identify a matching run of data in 
the current and reference files . 

File : 
Creation date : 
Size : 

Process Possible Matches.txt 
Jun . 8 , 2009 
4679 

XLVII.4 MatchOnly What WeNeedTo ( ) 
[ 0730 ] Referenced , below , is the code for the function that 
generates the largest match possible : 
[ 0731 ] This listing can be found on the compact disc 
submitted to the USPTO and we include this material as an 
incorporation - by - reference : 


